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star to those who tread their path in darkness. 
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A !vJOUERN PROPHET 
"All that we are, is the result of 

what we have thought." This Bud
dhist axiom forms the basis of Aldous 
Huxley's remarkable book, Ends and 
Means. Conviction of this p;;ycholog
ical truth has shown him not only 
why hwnanity's course has been so 
erratic and ugly, but abo what is 
needed to straighten it. He examines 
Christendom and the Occident but 
numerous ideas which he presents will 
be of pricele;;s value to Asia as well. 
He reproduces the pattern of life 
which the Gita, the Dhammapada, 
and The Voice of the Silence drew 
ages ago. 

A fearless and an honest surwy of 
the prevailing religious, political and 
social creeds has convinced Mr. Hux
ley that the moral order of the Occi
dent is neither moral nor orderly ; and 
that the illness of modem civilization 
is due to false concepts of the uni
verse, of man and of their interdepen
dence. 

Men live in atcordance with their phi
losophy of life. their conception of the 

world. This is lrue even of the most 
thoughtless. It is impo5biblc to live with
out a metaphysic. The choice that is 
given us is not between some kind of 
metaphysic an<l no metaphysic ; it is 
always bt!tween a good metaphysic and a 
bad metaphysic. 

The cure, therefore, is to turn to a 
good metaphysic and \vith its aid to 
change the mind of the race. 1v1r. 
Huxley is in dead earnest. His "en
quiry into the nature of ideals and 
into the methods employed for their 
realization" is a challenge to every 
champion of the materialistic civili
zation of our day and a rallying cry to 
every sincere man who desires to 
contribute his share to the ushering 
in of" an age of liberty, peace, justico.: 
and brotherly love". 

The first duty of the would-be re
former is" seeking an alternative phi
losophy that shall be true and there
fore fruitful of good ", and then test
ing in the light of that philosophy 
every theory and every action. The 
notion that the ideal goal can be 
reached by following means diametri• 
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cally opposed to the end in view is 
sophistry, both foolish and dangerous. 
Our civilization suffers not only from 
plans devised and carried out by men 
who do not believe in peace and 
brotherhood, but also from tho::e 
chosen by men who do accept Jn 
theory such ideal ends, but imagine 
that they can be achie\'ed by war and 
injustice. 

If your goal i~ libtrty and democracy. 
then you must teach 1ieo11le the arts of 
being free and governing themselves. If 
you teach thern instead the arts of bully
ing and passive obedience, then ycu will 
not ach1ew the liberty and democracy at 
which you are aiming. 

Reforms by legislative enactment 
are indeed necessary, but they will 
not bring about universal peace unless 
they arc preceded and accompanied 
by a change in the moral perception 
of indiviriuals. 

Once a man is convinced of the 
unity of all beings he must, if at all 
k;gical, become· in his own daily life 
a practitioner uf non-violence. This 
demand:-, con:-,lant and unremitting 
self-discipline. 

Those who wculd use non-vioknce 
must ptactise s,_lf-rnntrnl, must !earn 
moral as well as physical courage, must 
pit against anger and malice a steady 
good will and a palimt detnminalion 
to undn4and and lo sympathize. 

The most powerful factor for the 
ultimate e:olablh,hment of world peace 
is. therefore, the training of the in
dividual :H a llOn-violent re~bter u{ 
evil and inju~tice. "Resister-; acling 
3]one .-ir in association have a very 
important part to play in the 
immediate future." Only the advo
catts of pc-ace who are also it,; 
practit ionep; will create that en
lightened faith which alone can 

furnish the solid basis for all external 
reforms. The first task of such devo
ted individuals is--

The establishment of pl'.:ace through 
the doing and kaching of those things 
which make for peace. Their other task 
is to cure themselves and the world ol 
the ptevailing obscssio11 with money and 
power. 

Both alone and in association with 
others the individual ca,1 work at for
mulating the ideal of reform and then 
at popularizing that ideal among the 
masses. As an individual each can 
be either a \Hiter or a public speaker 
or both. But " the work of the soli
tary individual is mainly preliminary 
to the work of the individuals in as
sociation". Mr. Huxley recommends, 
therefore, that like-minded individ
uals form groups which will provide 
training-fields for putting into 
practice the principles adopted. Such 
grnups will serve as a living demon
stration that the ideas put forward 
can be applied and that they do work, 
thus powerfully reinforcing precept 
by exnmple. Success as a group is 
naturally more dilTicult to attain, hut 
the means thereto, a,~ some student:; 
of pure Theosophy have found, lies in 
'-iimilarity of ;iim, purpose and teach
ing. This !\.Ir. Huxley confirms:-

The first condition of success is that 
aU the membtrs of such associations 
~hould accept the same philosophy of 
life and should be whole-hcarll'dly deter
mined to lake their full share in the wmk 
for whose accomplishmeul the ;,ssrx:iatiun 
was founded. 

Next atises the important ques
tion : Where is the rH:t phi\os• 
ophy with its metaphy,;irs and its 
ethics to be found"( ;\,lr. Huxley per
ceives the common hai,i,s of the teach
ings of all great prophets and foWld· 
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ers of religions. They have all de
scribed the ideal individual as the 
non-attached man, and ha\·e pointed 
to the underlying identity of human
ity as the basis for true ethics. " Good 
is that which makes for unity ; Evil is 
that which makes for separateness." 
This ethical principle, correlated with 
a "scientific mystical ·• concrption 
of the universe, alone can sati~fy 
the mind and the heart of man, It is 
to this universal philosophy that Mr. 
Huxley bids us turn ; and it is 
precisely such a philosophy of true 
mysticism that many have found in 
the Theosophy of H. P. Blavabky. 
(Parenthetically we mmt once again 
call attention to the ·wide gulf that 
lies between the grand philosophy of 
Theosophy a;; put forward by the 
founders of the modern Theosophical 
Movement-H. P. Blavatsky and 
William Q. Judge-and the pseudo
theosophy of unreliable p:'ychic:, and 
their dupes, who have corrupted the 
pure teachings.) 

Mr. Huxley quotes freely from dif
ferent systems of the past, especially 
from Buddhism, which appears to be 
the main force behind his own inner 
conversion, but nowhere does he men
tion Madame Blavatsky's synthetic 
and faithful restatement of those 
ancient truths. Yet she started the 
Theosophical Mowment with pre
cisely the same aim a;; :'.\.lr. Iluxley\ 
own-to change the mind of the race 
by drawing attention away from 
religious intolerance and fanaticism, 
away from scientific Il}aterialism 
and dogmatism, back to the ac
ceptance of the cosmology of all true 
mystics and prophets, We must as-

sume that Mr. Huxley has not 
directly studied the philosophy of 
Theosophy. All the more interesting 
is it, therefore, that through indepen
dent thought he has reached the 
Theosophical conclusions on so many 
vital points. 

The greatest value of his book, 
however, is that it presents to the 
English-speaking worlcl- and doubt
less it will be tran:;lated into ~:cveral 
European tongues -iclcas \\'hlch can 
be immediately put into practice to 
stem the rising tide of war. If the 
European public not only read and 
rt'flect upon the contents of the 
volume but a\~o mnke proper appli
cations of the doctrine of Non
Violence, which as a political instru
ment has succeeded to a great extent 
in India, immediate beneficial results 
will accrue. The principles oI Boy
cott applied in social circles by strong
hearted individuals and in the politi
cal sphere by organized masses, would 
raise the standard of morals in the 
home as in international life. 

Finally, we may well de3cribe this 
volume as filling the gap to which 
Professor Brown refers in the article 
which follows. He shows discernment 
in the scheme he offers for consider-· 
ation, a scheme which, we hope, will 
attract widespread attention. There 
is rnme truth in Profes~or Brmvn's 
contention that books which faithful
ly and ably describe the doctrines of 
Eastern Philosophy are few ; here is 
one, at any rate, and it is most timely 
and fraught with great benefit for all. 
Many will read Ends and Means, but 
how many will practise its teachings? 



THE WEST lv!UST LEARN ABOUT INDIA 

I Profcs.mr \Villiam Norman Brown, Profe~sor of Sanskrit in the University 
of Pcnns}h,ania, Philadelphia, U. S. A., is the author of The Panchalantra in 
Modem Jndimi Folklore, The Indian and Christian Miracles of Walking on the 
lValer and The Story of Ka/aka. In the following article he makes a sincere appeal 
to all Westerners for a real undnstanding of the mind and heart. of India. Ile out
lines c1 ~chcmc which would result in this better undnstanding and to which we 
draw lhe attention of all our rca.dfrs, but especially of those who desire to sec a 
real and unbm1kablc friendship between India and the western lwmisphHc.-Eos.] 

Fifty year:, ago, India was an 
economic prize to supply an industrial 
western country with raw materials 
and consume its manufactured prod
ucts, while tbc will of her people was 
of no consequence outside her o,va 
borders, if a will even existed. During 
the twentieth century her status has 
changed. She still is an economic 
asset to the \Vest, but she has culti
vated so much of political nationalism 
and as';erted herself so efiecti\·ely to
ward nati<mhood that her opinior1,; 
and desires begin to affect the outside 
wO'"ld. When another fifty year,; will 
have pas~ed, her expanding indus
try, her growing trade \'.'ith its 
wider diffusion among the nations, 
her m0rc vigorous and modernly 
motivated intellectual life, all height
ened in importance by the great 
·numbers of her population, will com
pel the rest of the world to li~ten to 
her voice and reckon with her aims 
anct actions, and she will herself have 
become a power. 

·vvith this increase of India's 
potency, the West will need the same 
·:,,ort of knowledge about India that 
Julia has long been seeking about the 
West. ,vhile India has been weak, 
she has had to study western econom
ic organization, western social and 
political philosophy and development, 

western history that she may under
stand how the lV est became :,o strong 
and so may live with the West on the 
best possible terms. This study she 
has been pursuing for a century, and 
must continue to pursue. But now 
that she has a prospect of competing 
some day on an equality with western 
nations, and western domination 
must therefore yield to conciliation, 
the \Vest in its turn must seriously 
search to understand the ideals th~:t 
motivate India's conduct and deter
mine her policies. Only if each knii,,·,; 
the other can they meet without un
profitable disagreement and mistru.st 
and co-operate to build a better and a 
peaceful world. The problem, then, 
for a western nation is to a:':ccrtain 
just what it needs to know of India 
to understand that country in its 
world relationships, and to develop 
a method of getting that knowledge 
to enough of its leaders to guide its 
national policy toward India. It may 
be that all the western nations, in
cluding particularly the United States 
and Britain, have failed in the case of 
the Far Epst and waited too long to 
understand Japan and China; but 
prompt action may still save the 
future v-rith respect to India. 

The focus of west&rn utilitarian 
interest in India will clearly be on 
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the modern, but that fact does not 
mean that a western country can 
understand India's presen.,t and reach 
an adjustment with her merely from 
observing contemporary phenomena. 
It could not do so in the ca::e of 
another western nation, which has 
relatively small cultural differences 
from its own ; still less could it do 
so with India, whose dissimila;ities 
are very great. The present 112ust 

always be viewed in historical per
spective, and statesmen will haw to 
utilize the work of scholars. W c can 
see that this is true even of {Xllitical 
and economic contacts, which arc the 
first phases of clash between two na
tions. The West will want to know 
-should be trying to learn right now 
-how strong the desire is in India 
for independence, if the final demand 
will be for separate statehoo<l or if 
home rule within the British Empire 
will be satisfactory. Ag:ain, what 
form of government will India adopt 
-democratic, fascist, communist
what will her foreign policy be? And 
\\ill she develop industry "'!thin her 
own borders, using her abundance of 
raw materials and labour and 
marketing her products at home, with 
exportation of her surplus to other 
countries, and so enter into competi
tion with western industrial nations, 
or will she remain primarily agricul
tural, and a consumer of imported 
products ? What are the chances that 
Britain can hold her preferred posi
tion in India, and what the chances 
of Japan for economic anrl perhaps 
also political domination ? What i;, 
the substance of India's will to assert 
and develop herself : will it grow 
stronger or is it only an illusion? 

Even such immediate ques!i9ns as 
- . ' . 

these ltad at once to the study of 
India's past. This is not a novel idea 
to Indians but we of the West hardly 
seem to have grasped it. We must ex
amine the development of her JX)litical 
institutions during the millennia of 
which we have records, if we are to 
estimate the significance and strength 
of the current demands for representa
tive respon;;ible government. The 
temper of India's mind as revealed in 
her literature and previous dealings 
with governmental problems give 
shape to her present political think
ing, and will affect that of the future. 
And, further, it is not enough to 
search only the literature of her polit
ical science and her political history ; 
for the temper of her people is a part 
of her ,Yhole life, which ,ve can ap• 
praise mily in view of its other mani
festations, in the social order, fine• 
arb, religion, philosophy. Here an
other complication arises from the 
divergent cultures existing in the land 
~-the Hindu and the Mohammedan 
-and the separate ethnic strains in 
the population. With only such brief 
suggestion before us, and none of the 
elaboration that any informed and 
thoughtful person can supply for him
self, we can see that the answers to 
the political problems we have posed 
are too difficult for the statesman 
alone to reach ; he needs the assist
ance of the ethnologist, the linguist, 
the student of literature, of philos
ophy, of religion_:_in short, of every 
specialist in the diverse field of In· 
dology. 

The economic questions we have 
raised require the same sort of treat
ment. The economic present of the 
country and its probable future must 
be viewed in the light of the economic 
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history we can reconstruct from 
records of the past ; and the econo
mist, like the political scientist, must 
have the aid of the historian and the 
linguist, ewn of the arch~ologist. 

If politics and economics must be 
studied and interpreted in the light 
of general lndic culture, still more ob
viously must ~ocial phenomena. It i~ 
of profound importance to the world 
at large that it should undl'r~tand the 
social organization of a country con
taining over three hundred ,md fifty 
millions of inhabitanb. What i:; 

happening among so many people i~ 
important in itself; to oubiders it i:-; 

additionally important hecau-,;e of the 
effect, in this narrowing world, which 
their social dewlopments will have 
upon the rest of us. The imtitution 
of caste alone is sufficient to illustrate 
the point. The effect it has upon life 
in India and upon the relation of 
India to the world at large, the 
changes it is now experiencing, ib 
probable future, the character it will 
gi,•e to the India with which the We:-t 
will have to deal-these are rn 
,veighty as to demand that we study 
it intensiwly. A puzzling and com
plicated phenomenon, of uni\'ersal 
direct significance to all the Hindu 
portion of India's population and of 
marked, though indirect, influence up
on the rec·.t, its present is linked to its 
past and ,:o too is its future. And it af
fects, and is in turn affected by, every 
other social aspect of India the rela
tions between groups and thu~e be
tween individuals, the process of edu
cation, the maintenance of public 
health, the character of religion. 
The observer of the present must 
collaborate with the student of the 
past to understand this institu-

tion, foresee the effect when it is 
confronted with the social disloca• 
tions brought about in a future India 
by expanding indu:--try. And, again, 
the sociologist, like the :::tate:-:man and 
the economist, mmt kne the assist
ance of the Indologi'.--t when he '.;ecks 
the anS\\-crs to th~ probkm.~ which 
the world \\"ill exi;ect him to solve. 

It takes but liilk imagination to 
c,ee that the :came c-mt of i-iluation 
exic:ts with re,pcct to the arb. Indian 
painting, sculpture, ,1,1d an.:hitccture 
- •-~ome of \\·ho~c d1;iractcri~tic 
features appc8.1 a:; early ,1c: in tile 
Indus ci\·ilization of the third millen
nium H.C.- so different 1n their 
fundamental moLiYntion frnm the 
Greek that chr,·1i11aic-·; t1'e western 
tradition, ~o profound in tLcir inkl
lcctual content, ~o 1ich and varied 
in their form, so powerful in their hold 
upon the people, the--c \\"l' mu' t know 
from the Indian point of Yiew, if v;e 
are to makE• any adequate ;1pprnioal 
of Indian ci\"ilization, \•;hile from 
them we:o.tern arti~-is may thctmelvcs 
derive idea,: of value in their own 
creative W/lrk, .:1:> indeed some ha\"C 
already. In bcllrs lc!trcs and theories 
of a'sthctic criticism and literary ex
pression, the same remark applies. 
We shall ours.dws benefit if in con
nection with our artistic creation we 
come to comprl'ilcncl what Incfo1 has 
done and learned, as well as what lies 
within our own tradition, and we 
shall so better tc1ke our m•.-n place 
in the larger and more closely knit 
world that is coming to be. 

Need we dwell on the me~qg-e of 
Indian ethics, the emphasis unequal
led elsewhere which it puts upon the 
doctrine of ahifisii (" nrn-violence "), 
a doctrin~ which it and the world 
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must join in applying to group action 
instead of individual, as has tradition
ally been its use in India? Or, again, 
should we speak of thought in its 
purest sense? Indian philo:iophy, al
most completely ignored by the West 
in its educational institution,;, is at 
once the chief expression of India's 
mentality and the most po\verful 
force in shaping her future character, 
and joined with weslern thought and 
science it should move into new crea
tive effort that will contribute to our 
highest intellectual life. 

Conceding all that has been said 
above and much that couid easily be 
added, we may ask ourse!Yes what 
are the practical means of bringing 
the West to learn about India. It is 
not enough to point out thf' needs 
and advantages of acquirin,t.; such 
knowledge and then to leave it to 
chance or the unassisted efforts of our 
public or our leaders to find the nece:,
sary and valuable information. Those 
who are interested in seeing India and 
the West understand each other, and 
who have some me2sure of specialized 
information about lnclia, should try 
to think out a programme of specific 
and definite means for ;iccomplishing 
that end. Scholars, for example, haw:: 
recently presented books of interpre
tation, such as the volumes on An
cient India (by Masson-Oursel and 
others), the Legacy of India 
(published by the Oxford Press), the 
Cultural /leritagr of flidia (published 
by the Ramakrishna Centenary Com
mittee) ; and these in our generation 
succeed the writings of Max MUiler, 
who spread abroad knowledge of 
India half a century ago. Such books 
reach a few; bpt India has no Rifted 
interpreters of commanding literary 

power to carry their words to the 
world at large. Lacking such spokes
men, we must still continue to write 
the kind of works we can and to place 
articles in popular and learned 
periodicals \Vhich endeavour to pur
vey reliable information. We must 
promote the visits of thoughtful 
Indians to Europe and America and 
of thoughtful Westerners to India. 
Such means as these cannot well be 
organized or planned in any large and 
detailed way ; they are likely to come 
about rather informally and spon
taneously. 

Within our educational system we 
may be able to work more systemat
ically. In America, for example-
and America is no worse off than 
any European country to-day-we 
need in our universities more chairs 
specifically devoted to Indic studies. 
This means training more of our 
~cholars to become Indianists ; for 
them training consists of study in our 
own institutions and further study in 
India. The scientific investigation of 
Indian civilization, resulting in publi
cation, must be continued by these 
scholar'> in every phase of Indic cul
ture from the most remote period;, 
to the present. These chairs, both the 
f'xisting ones and the ones still to be 
created, will have to be the centres 
of the movement to inform America 
of India, and their occupants should 
be the leaders and planners. 

To reach a wider audience the Indic 
scholars will need to operate indirect
lr through other disciplines of learn• 
ing be;;ides their own. Doubtless they 
can do a work of usefulness by each 
offering a general course on Indic 
civilization to advanced undergradu
ate students who have no Sanskrit 
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and never expect to take any. 
Possibly they could offer non-Indo
logical work in a lecture course to 
graduate students. Most Sanskrit 
professors do offer some such work ; 
they will perhaps find it worthwhile 
to draw in more of these " general" 
students. More effective, if it can be 
worked out, would be a programme 
of co-operation with other depart
ments in those universities where 
lndic departments exist to train joint
ly with them selected students. For 
example, a philosophy department, 
recognizing the importance of Indian 
philosophy and desiring to present 
work in it, might have one oi its 
graduate students study in the San
skrit department, and write his theciis 
on some phase of Indian philosophy 
under the joint guidance of the two 
departments. After receiving his 
doctorate, this student could continue 
his Sanskrit studies in India for a 
couple of years. He would to all the 
intent:-, and purpo:-,es of the We~t l)e 
an Jndologist-in India he "·ould, 
more precisely, be considered a stu
dent of Indian philosophy-but he 
would be employed in a depc1rtment 
of philosophy in an American univer
sity, and there he would offer not 
only such routine courses as his 
department might require but also 
specialized work in Indian philos
ophy. The same sort of procedure 
would apply for the fine arts, hi;;tory, 
anthropology, political science, and 
a number of other disciplines. These 
men, trained in the Indi:m aspects 
of their fields, would present India to 
the students in our colleges and uni
versities in a far more widely reach-

ing manner than is JX>Ssible for the 
present few professors of Sanskrit. 
Expensive as it would be to finance 
the training of these students, it is 
not impo~sible that interested 
agencies might co-operate to supply 
the funds, if university departments 
handling the various disciplines in
volved can make an initial guarantee 
to engage the student once he has 
been trained. 

Perhaps, being in academic life, 
I see in education the most feasible 
and systematic means of helping the 
West to learn about India. Publicist,; 
and diplomats may in the.fr turn 
have definite and practicable sugges
tions. But, in every case, the first 
requisite is that our attitude should 
remain objective: for, just as it is 
indefensible to try to make Indians 
think and behave like us, so too we 
should not aim to make 0ffidcnlnls 
believe and act like Indians. A humil
ity and respect for each other, too 
often lacking in India as well as in 
America, must especially mark tho•;e 
who ende:::ivour to interpret the one to 
the other. The aim is understanding, 
not proselytism ; so will success 
follow. 

The issues between us in Europe 
and America and our kinsmen in the 
,;uh-continent of India, now risen 
alxwe the horizon, will blaze in noon
tide heat within a half dozen decades, 
it may well be within only a couple. 
We must be ready to4l.se that heat so 
that it may not scorch the fields of 
international relationship, but may 
warm to life seeds of knowledge and 
produce understanding, tolerance, and 
co-operation. 

W. Nt,Rl\L\N BROWN 



THE VISION OF JOHN KEATS 
!.-KEATS, THE POET 

[Dorothy Hewlett is a playwright of some distinction who has had several 
of her plays, including '· Bright Star", the love-story of Keats and Fanny Brawne, 
successfully produced in London. Under the title of Adonazs, she has recently 
published a new life of the puet.-EDS.] 

A Man's life of any worth is a continual allegory --and very few eyes can see 
the Mystery of his life-a life like the scriptures, figurative ... Shakespeare led a life 
of Allegory : his works are the comments on it.-John Keats. 

Mr. Buxton Forman opens his 
preface to The Letters of John Keats 
by," What manner of man ,vas John 
Keats, and how did he live the life 
poetic ? The answer to these ques
tions lies, it seems to me, within the 
pages of this volume." 

There are three hundred and forty
four of the letters ( three new ones 
have come to light since the last edi
tion of 1935) and many of them 
are long, intimate and, without a 
trace of egotism, self-revelatory to an 
extraordinary degree. We can add to 
the knowledge of himself and his 
movements by the documents of close 
friends and others who met him. Of 
Shakespeare's life and intimate 
thoughts the direct evidence is of the 
scantiest ; his utterance was largely 
dramatic and nearly always "in 
character ". Even the sonnets haw 
been considered by one great Shake
spearean scholar to be, in the main, 
conventional in plan and subject
matter. Yet Keats, a great thinker 
and in the ck:)pest :;ympathy with 
qjm, could say of Shakespeare that he 
"led a life of Allegory : his worki; are 
the comments on it". Of Bums too, 
the personal tragedy of whom he felt 
deeply, he wrote, "We can see hor
ribly clear in the ,vorks of such a 
Man his wh0te life: as if we were-

God's spies." 
If we had as little evidence of Keats 

as we have of Shakespeare how much 
could we deduce from his work of his 
great aspirations. his philosophy of 
life? In a short article it is only pos
sible to indicate certain lines on which 
readers may look for " the comments 
on" the allegory of Keats's life. 

Of his poetic aim we could be cer
tain : it is a commonplace that 
"Sleep and Poetry", printed at the 
end of his first published volume, is 
a statement of his creed, the creed 
to which he adhered closely through
out his brief existence here. A com
munion with nature, letting his young 
imagination have play in the realm ol 
" Flora and old Pan ", was to prepare 
him for "the nobler life", an inter
pretation of " the agonies, the strife 
of human hearts". His attitude to 
poetry is defined, and much has been 
written about it, but there is perhaps 
a little more to be said. 

1\ drainlc,s shower 
Of light i, pOOS}' ; "tis the supreme of power • 

'Ti, niii;ht half >lLlmb"rill!( on it· Ow!l right a,;,,. 

The last line has been discussed, 
but his concept of poetry as" a drain
less shower of light" has not, I think, 
been fully stressed. 

In the beautiful Church of England 
service we pray God : " Lighten our 
darkness, we beseech thee, 0 Lord," 
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--but, by dint of repetition, it is often 
mere lip-work. But to many of 
us poetry and beauty, as almost 
interchangeable terms, have become 
a religion, and to most creative 
artists there i:-, given, perhaps only 
once in a lifetime, a revelation that 
vivifies this familiar plea. It is an ex
perience difficult to put into words, 
but the concept i:: "light'', The 
contemplation of a beautiful scene, 
the fluttering wings of a bird, the 
impact on the mind of a great work 
of art will bring for a moment to the 
mind a brilliant whiteness, diamond
dear, or a rich inner glow. This may 
be a mystical experience, but of that., 
since I have no gift for mystici:-:m, I 
cannot be certain. To the lesser crea
tive mind this flash, this illumination 
may come but rarely and b:-ing with 
it some measure of terror : to the 
makers of beauty, the great interpret
ers to lesser mankind of the life-force, 
it may be a fan1iliar state o[ mind. 
.. A drainless shower of light is 
poesy." 

This definition affords a vital due 
to the poetry of Keats and can be·.,t, 
I believe, be linked to the wo:-d 
"star". The moon was an emblem oi 
beauty to him ; he walked, bathed in 
her light, but this is common to many 
of the great romantics. The moon 
governed the restles:,; tides or their 
minds. The sun, both as a physical 
life-giving force and as Apollo, the 
god of poetry, was so vivid a concept 
that he projected a long poem on 
Hyperion and his overthrow. but the 
stars guided him and they ~-erve both 
as emblems o[ strength and wi~dom. 
When Hyperion, haunted by " Phan
toms pale", dire omens of his fall, 
" u1xm the boundaries of day and 

night .... stretch'd himself in grief 
and radiance faint ", 

'l'h,·r<· a, lw la,, th<" lkl1<'ll "it!, its ,tar, 
J.,,,,,·d ,h."'' "" him "ith pit_;. 

At the counsel of old c~lus, 
ll:,pHiue, oro,,-, ctlJ(I OJ> 11,,, HO'> 
l.il<«I hi, ,·utnd lid,, ""d \.cpr ,hem ,,ide 
/'rnil i1 n·s,,J; .1nd ,,ill h,- k<pt <iMn "ide: 
,\"d ,,ill th,} ,,,.,.,, the ,am, hr,µ;111, patirnt Slars, 

Saturn seeks for guidance m an 
•• old spirit-leaved book" 

Which -Ian·, Lranu, "i,h fille;<•r brHlt 
S:n \! Jrr m ih, ,l,r,r,·, nf dark,;,,,_, ~ 

Apollo, awaiting his high destiny, 
cries out, 

\\'ha, ate 1h,• ,t,1r,? Thee,, h ihe ,un, ihe ,un ' 
,\1,d the rr10,1 p:itirnt hrillirnc,· ut th,• rnoon r 

,l,,d ,1a1., hy 111,,u-:11,cl, ! J',,i11£ ""' out 1iu ""'' 
ro am rn><· p.micul,ir beall1<·,n,, ,,ar, • 
,\"d I "ill Hi, i,nn ii ,,itl, my l,n·, 
:\1t<I n,c,\.,· ii- -ih ,·r_, ,plrndom 1,ai,t "i,h bliss. 

There is more than one indication 
in the letters thal ~he star:; \Yere to 
Keab the symbols of that ,visdom 
which is poetry. Exalted by the 
beauty of Lake \-Vindermere he wrote, 
in a moment of high vision, to one 
of the loved brothers far awa:,r from 
him:-

The two views we have had of it are 
of the. most noble tenderness-- they can 
never fade away-they make one forget 
the divisions of lik ; ilRe, youth, pow:rty 
and riches ; and refine one's sensual 
vision into a sort of north star which can 
never cease to be oJ)€n liddrd and steel
fast over th:: wonders of the great Power. 

The word" stcdfast" he again link
ed to a star in the love-poem which, 
although not the last to be composed, 
was the last to be ,·nitten down by 
him before he left England to die :---

Bright st.1r, 11oulJ I wert· sre,l/a,c a, thou arl
:,.·nt ill lum '\'lmdourl hung a!oh th,· ni,:ht 

,\,od mllcbin~ \\it 1 ettrna lids apart, 
!.ik~ !IOlure', pa1im1 ,h·plcss ,-rcrnite, 

The· mu,in)! "aters at their pries<lih· ""k 
Of pme ohlmion rouud earth', h,m, rn ,hnre<. 

In attempting to classify the 
reality of "Ethereal things'' into 
"things real-tl1ings semireal-and 
no things " he put uhder the first 
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heading '' exi,,tences of Sun, Y.,1oon 
& Stars and passages of Shake
speare". Love he placed, with clouds, 
under "things t:,emireal ., , " \Yhich r.::
quire a greeting o[ the Spii"it to make 
them wholly exist". Later wh>:n hi,:, 
passion for Fanny Brawnc r.1ade lov.: 
a reality, we find him in a loYe-leHer 
calling her " fair Star". 

In his school days, he tells us, wo
man was to him a pure goddess 
and his mind " a soft nest in which 
some one of them slept". In the 
early poem.~ c,tarry cpitheh are often 
given to \Vomen. In '· Specimen of 
an Induction to a Poem", an imma
ture work, from among va~ue image:; 
of chival,y there stand~ out this lucid, 
lovely pa;;sage, 

1.ighl-fo,,t<·d <i:1nHI• llme \\i11L gl'[lt!,· pates 
R"u•,c' •f.c "iJc ball, and ,ho11 ,J,,·ir happ., ta,·,·,; 
Or '1dlld ii, comtlJ talk h_1 /Ju·, ai,,I '<'H'": 
Like th<>-c /ai1 ,t.ll·, ,hat 1'1inl.:, i" ,h l><·own•, 

Stars are used to heighte,1 beauty 
in many an accomplished line. I give 
but two examples:-

.\nd here i, ma11m-pick<•d from Spinn trees 
in ,tarli~ht, b_> ,r,,. ,h.,·c JJ,,,p,·1i,I,,. 

Those grten-roL"d ,ellators nf mi~h•) l\oods, 
Tall o,1k,, braud1-d1arm,•d hy thl' , a,·ntsl ,t.,r,, 

The early indications of a looking 
upward towards the stars ac; the em
blems of wisdom, beauty and poetry 
aie many. At Margate in the summer 
of 1816, released from the profitless 
task of healing sick bodiec:-profitle~s 
to him and to the world in his in
dividual case because he was a poet
he was yet uncertain of his high des
tiny ; whether it lay in ]fr; power to 
" pry 'mong the stars, to strive to 
think divinely ". In " I stood tip
toe'', finished in late 1816 or early 
1817, he speaks of the clouds as 

Full in the •peculation of thl' '"'''· 

In the rimed epistle written to his 
brother Geofge from Margate, and 

quoted from above, there is an early 
example of his many rcfer.:nces to the 
music of the spheres. He hoped when 
" prying 'mong the ~Jars" to "catch 
soft floatings from a faint-heard 
hymning" and "To see the laurel 
wreath, on high suspended". The last 
line clarifies a curious image in 
the early sonnet " To my Brother 
George", 

th,• ldtm·ll'd peer, 
\\'h., lro"' ii« ·,r<h,1·_1-~nl,I nf ,,rniu;.; l<"all. 

The " laurdl' d peers " a:-e the poets 
in Heaven. The poets are linked with 
the stars ; they sit on " spherey 
thrones". Chatterton, much admired 
by Keats, is " among the stars ol 
highest Heaven". Shakespeare stands 
highest, and apart. Of him Keats 
wrote, 

The genius of Shakespeare was an in
nate universality-wherefore he had the 
utmost achievement of human intellect 
prostrate beneath his indolent and kingly 
gaze. 

Shakespeare looks down from his 
'' sphered throne" on humanity like 
a " stedfast " planet. So closely did 
Keats link Shakespeare and the dead 
poets with the stars that he even, with 
characteristic humour, imagined the 
signboard of the old Mermaid 
Tavern, that haunt of Elizabethan 
poets, as flying away to Elysium, so 
that the poets dead and gone might 
sit 

L:nderneath a new old sign 
Sipping beverage divine, 
And pli:dging with contented smack 
The '.\1crmaid in the Zodiac. 

The detached gaze, steadfast as a 
star, the ideal of the poet in his wis
dom, was the philosophic height 
Keats laboured to attain to, and did 
attain before illness broke him down 
and poisoned his mind with agonised 
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doubb and misgivings. In the ffildst 
of the torture and grief of seeing his 
beloved younger brother, ,. with an 
exquisite love of life", die slowly be
fore his eyes, he could write : 

.\;o" corn,·, the 1,aiL1 ,,f truth, 1,, whom 'ti, pa;,, ; 
U :ol;, ' for tu h,·.11 all llaked truths, 
.le1<! ,;, "'"'•'f;' ,irrn:et,lJlllc', di! ealrri, 
J l>,'1 i, tile' tnp of '-!lnn·ir;11l). 

" Beauty 1s truth,,, naked truth, 
beautiful as a part of an ordered uni
verse, ;10wewr difficult it may be to 
realise in the midst of human strife 
and stupidity. The Grecian urn does 
not represent a \Vithdrawal from life, 
"here. where we sit and ~ee each 
other groan",* but is " a powerful 
lens through which there stands re
vealed a miniature pageant of the 
past merging into the present of all 
time ... a tiny portion of the verities 
of the ages", as Professor Clarence D. 
Thorpe puts it so admirably in The 
Mind of John Keats. 

At .. the top of sovereignty " the 
poet looks at the world, not in it but 
above it, but he is also of it in his 
peculiar power o( "disintere,;ted
ness ". Keab employs this \Vord 
sparingly for a se!Oess, understanding 
love. I le considered that only Socra
tes and Christ pos:,esscd it in full 
measure, but he found it in his young 
sister-in-law, Georgiana. And, before 
the poison of tuberculosis distorted 
and enlarged the natural jealousy of 
the male, he wrote in a love-letter of 
Fanny Brawne's "disinterestedness 
towards" him. The perception of 
beauty and truth must come lrom 
a larg;e, detached view but no 
one stressed more than Keats '' the 
holiness of the heart's affections". 
He had a universal mind, but he had 
also that power to live in other,.;, to 

*"Ode to a Nightingale." 

understand. His imagination could 
penetrate not only into the hearts of 
men of his time, but into those of 
past ages. " I do not !iw in this 
world alone", he said, " according to 
my state of mind I am with ,\chilles 
shouting in the Trenches, or with 
Theocritus in the Vales of Sicily". 
It is hardly necessary to amplify thi'.> 
statement by examples from his 
work : the poet who could create the 
splendid, fiery \'ision of Hyperion 
" full of wrath .. or fix for all time 
the tiny human scenes on th~ en
chanted urn needs no advocalt to 
urge for him a sympathy ol the 
widest scope. 

But Keats's clear vision of life wa::; 
not attained without tra\'ail. Suf
fering wa::; his lot from boyhood. The 
family affections were strong : he lost 
father, mother, grandmother, broth
ers, and his only sister was kept 
from him by stupid guardians. Al
though he was bles,;cd with the love 
of friends, the love of a \\'Oman in 
complete consummation was not for 
him. Kor ,vas this travail 1.mly of the 
spirit. He early knew that intuitive 
genius was not enough and he vwrked 
t:.() hard, reading, learning languages, 
" chastising his thought'i " with ear
nestness, that this. labour alone, com
bined with the strain of creation, was 
enough to kill a strong man. " Pangs 
are in vain ", he wrote, 

until I grow high-rile 
With old Philosophy. 

But what of the allegory of his 
life? Vle can see him v-ralking, some
time,; with friends or brother~, bathed 
in the light of sun and moon, star-led, 
through English meadows. by run
ning water, by the sea and ever 

• 
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haunted by its "eternal whisper
ings". He climbed the stern heights, 
fortifying a mind which could range 
abroad over space and time with the 
wisdom of the ages. He gave him
self freely in creation, in friendship 
and in a great love. He rose to the 
lonely heights of human genius. When 
the cruel disease had crept like a 

fungus over the greatness of mind 
and soul, he had ceased to write, 
though, happily, we learn from the 
devoted Severn that the sweetness of 
nature which was a birthright, the 
fundamental " disinterestedness ", was 
never wholly obscured. On a painful 
death-bed his last thought was for the 
safety and welfare of his friend. 

DOROTHY HEWLETT 

!!.-KEATS, THE PHILOSOPHER 

[Ram Bilas Sharma is a graduak of Lucknow University who has been 
engaged in research work on Keats and the Pre-Raphaelites. He has written some 
poems in Hindi, and a novel from his pen has recently been published in Allahabad. 
-Eos.] 

While recognising tran,;cendental
ism as one of the characteristics of 
Romantic poetry, Keats has present
ed some difficulty to tho,;e who make 
a psychological ,;tudy of literary 
movements. At one time, the tendency 
had been to rate him as a sensualist 
content to dream of the ,;weetnesses 
of the world and an escapist who like 
many another romantic sought refuge 
in dream from the miseries of the 
world. The modern tendency has 
been to take him more seriously as a 
thinker, and critics have tried to 
analyse his ideas about the funda
mentals of life as expressed in his 
poems and letters. A study of Keats 
from this single standpoint has been 
carried out by Mr. Middleton 1\.fony 
in his two books on Keat,:. Mr. 
Murry has been handicapped from 
the beginning by a preconceived idea 
of proving Keats as of ihe tribe of 
Shakespeare. His study, as puinkd 
out by Selincourt and others, has not . . 
been catho!Jc enough to embrace the 

various aspects of Keats's thought. 
When Keats asserts his supreme faith 
in imagination, when he denies a 
poet his personality, when he says 
that both the good things of the world 
and the evil ones end in speculation, 
we are not to take such statements at 
their face value but have to read their 
meaning and relative importance in 
the wider context of his work as a 
whole. While Keats, on the one hand, 
demands only a passive experience 
on the part of the poet and its expres
sion in poetry he, on the other hand, 
does not leave the experience to be exs 
pressed in verse as it is, but tries to 
analyse it, reason about it and express 
the truth of it, to ,vhich it ultimately 
leads him, in his JX)etry. This is 
the fundamental difference between 
Shakespeare and Keats, that while 
the one is content to present in dra
matic form his experience of man and 
the world, the other does not only 
objectify this experience but also ex• 
pres;;es in so many words the result 
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attained after a sifting of his experi
ence. In his letters Keats has been 
prone to emphasise the importance of 
unbiassed experience of life and it; 

expression in verse but despite hi;; as.
sertions against the didactic poetry o: 
\Vordswor1.h, he has stated hi;-; own 
aXioms in poetry only too cleariy anLl 
they are like anything but Shake
speare. I Ie was too much of his age 
not to jom in the search for truth and 
express hi~ findings in his poetry. 

In " Sleep and Poetry ", he has 
been thinking o{ his future progress 
as a pod, his experience of happines_; 
and of misery, but as yet he has littk 
of the stuff oi experience itself to be 
able to either depict it or draw con
clusions from it. His first and per
haps mo~t ambitious poem-for judg
ing by his letters, his ambition to be a 
poet seems never to have been higher 
than at this tlme--is" Endymion ", a 
work ,vhich contain,; the germ of all 
the future thought of Keats. \Vhilc 
reco.e;nie>ing the manifold character of 
his genius and the lack of a system in 
his thought, \,-e shall take count here 
of such ideas as show him, at least 
at times, to have been on the >Yay to 
the reali~ution of the Adrni•,c:1. In 
.. Endymion ", the hero 1Yande:-s 
through earth, sea, air and heaven, 
gathering into hi,; comciousness an 
amazing variety of experience: until in 
the end he is united with the objec'c 
of his search, the goddes~ of I.he moon. 
Keats the ion·r of sensation:-; r<:\'els in 
the luxury of this multifarious experi
ence until, it would seem, from sheer 
exhaustion, he unites hi,; he10 with 
his beloved. But when the wander
ings of Endymion had come to an 
end Keat,; stated the resultant truth 

in a passage that he added while 
revising his manuscript.'" He empha
sised its importance in his letter to 
Taylor and said Urnt it was a regular 
stepping of the imagination. His 
c;tatemeut shows that imagination too 
worked by some process akin to that 
of consecutive reasoning which he 
condemned. If anything of Keats cau 
be taken literally, it i,; the saying that 
they are \'ery shallow people who take 
everything literally. lib faith in imag
ination is one of such things that is 
uot to be taken literally. Keats does 
not leave the imaginative experience 
from undergoing a rational sifting and 
it is this clo~ activity of imagination 
and intellect which is conno(ed by the 
ambiguous term, the regular stepping 
of the imagination. The passage is 
as follows:--

Wherein lies happiness? In that whilh 
becks 

Our ready minds lo fd!ow.,hip di\·inc, 
A fellowship with (•~acnce ; till 1,·c shine, 
Full alchemi,;cd, and free of space. 

Happiness comists in becoming one 
with essence. We become free from 
space and shine in this eternal pres
ence. This is the slate of Ananda 
which is to be the highest achievement 
of the soul. Keats describes various 
grade3 of hwnan experience and the 
higher ones are those of love and 
friendship which are more self-annihi
lating. By annihilation of the self, 
Keats doe:-; not mean the destruction 
of the Aiman but that of the sams
karas which are formed as a result of 
man's experience of the world. But 
the finer the experience of the soul, 
the lesser the number of the sams
karas and they are gradually destroy
ed by this process o[ refinement. In 
the end, there is one final experience 

• 
-- * Sec Selincourt (1926), pf). -127.28; -M. B. Form;n, Letters (1935), p. 91. 
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of the essence which merges the self 
into the One Universal Self a71d the 
individual soul is turned into the 
Sacchidananda. This is the secret of 
happiness, the realisation of the 
Advaita and becoming one with it. 

Keats's experience had led him to 
this truth at the md of the writing 
of "Endymion ". The rejected read
ings of the above passage '.;hmv his 
difficulty in finding proper communi
cation for his thought. But he under
stood what he ,vas about even w:1ile 
he was writing the poem for the first 
time. When Endymion reaches 
Glaucus under the ocean, the latte:r 
reads to him a passage from hi!; magic 
book which in the poem as it finaliy 
stands is anticipated in Endymion\ 
speech to Peona. The secret of im
mortality is thus stated in the bwk 
of Glaucus :--

If he explore;; all forms and sub~tances 
Straight homeward to their symbo:

esscnccs • 
He shall not' die. 

The Jines furni:,h a clue to the story 
of Endymion's own wanderings, his 
search for truth through the four ele
ments of earth, fire, ,vater and air, 
which the four books symboli~e. Hi,S 

consciousness has contacted Yarious 
phases of human experience \,·bile it 
has also been explorative ol the un
derlying essence behind ~he sensuom; 
texture of this experience. Passing 
from more concrete experience to a 
finer one, he has analysed a:> it \\·c1c, 

the four elements of which th[' mate
rial world is constituted and ha:i ::.::en 
that the essence behind all is the 
same. This is the secret of immortal
ity which Glaucus reads of in his 
book and which Endymion cfr-cover:-: 
by his wandertngs. These two pas-

sages explain the meaning of the 
poem and the significance of the pro
longed wanderings of Endymion. It 
shoutd be remembered that Endymion 
himself before his final union with 
Phccbe passes through a process of 
seH-annihilation, such as is described 
rnrlier in the poem. At the end of 
his multifarious experience, he is sad
dened at the futility of it all and pre
pares to die. 

:,..;ght will ""'"' 
(lu rhc darn:, ~ra,s mi·dad, uf lingering leans, 
J\1,d "i,h th<'ln sh.,11 1 di,· ; llQr much it gricHS 
To <Ii,·, "h,n ,urnm"r di,•, on the rnld s,rnrd. 

In this mood of death, laughing at 
the "holy countenance" of nature 
and realising the fruitle~sness of all 
sensuous experience, he begins think
i11g of things " for which no wording 
can be found ". I Es ::;tate is reaching 
that which we call Anirvac,'miya. In 
his own self, he sinks deeper and 
deeper, until he becomes quite un
conscious of his surroundings, the 
music of Cynthia's choir, and even of 
the presence of his sister and the 
Indian Maiden. In this state of 
trance when he seems unable to 
have control over his fate, the 
Indian Maiden is metamorphased 
into the shining lady of the moon 
and with her he is united. The pro
cess of self-annihilation according to 
Keats is thus complete. Endymion 
has attained the state of beatitude. 

An example of Keats's confu:-;ed 
reasoning is found in his journal letter 
to George and Georgiana Keats of 
February-April, 1817. Too much im
portance has been of late attached to 
it without a proper analysis of its con
tents. The emphasis on Identity has 
even been mentioned in the same 
breath with passages where he dwells 
on a poet's lack of identity and his 
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negative capability for gathering ex•• 
perience and they have been supposed 
to belong to one single chain of syste
matic thought. Keats's position here is 
the reverse of that in " Endymion " ; 
he is not passing from an experience 
of the world to the realisation o[ 
Truth but makes the soul come 
from a primeYal state of simplicity 
and Godhood and pass its days in 
the world to enrich its con,;ciousne~s 
by experience and acquire an indi\·i
duality. This is going from freedom 
to chains, from essence to form, from 
happinec:.s to a state of misery. Three 
things are requisite, according to 
Keats, for the formation of human 
identity, the intelligence, the human 
heart and the world. The world is 
the field of experience ; the heart 
gathers experience; and the intelli
gence sifts it and assimilates the 
result. 

As various as the Lives of Mtcn are----
so various become their Souls, and thm 
does God make individual beings, Souls, 
Identical Souls of the sparks of his own 
essence. 

Circumstances by their great 
variety evolve a singular expcrie;1ce 
for the human soul from which Jt 
takes its individuality. Thi~ he calls 
a system of salvation without wait
ing, howewr, to explain how salvJ.• 
tion is made possible by the forma
tion of these identities. Are not Soul~, 
in their primeval state when issuing 
as sparks from Deity pure and inno
cent and nearer to It than when they 
have been defiled by experience ! 
Keats does not see here the souls 
moving in a cycle of creation, gather
ing experience in their various liws 
and in the end being merged in the 
One from which they once proceeded. 

Salvation lies in the very lack of iden
tity, the extinction of all kinds of ex
perience, of smnskaras, and the un
ion of the soul in ib prime\'al state 
with Deity. That children by Keats's 
system would gain salvation because 
they had had no time for the evolu
tion of their identity is childish. No 
child is like another and biologically, 
there are no children as innocent 
sparks from God, pure and undefiled. 
Keats, no doubt, when he \vrote it, 
had Wordsworth's Ode on Immor
tality in his mind. His talk about 
Vishnu is equally erroneou~. He 
takes him as a mediator like Christ 
between God and man and not as 
He is represented in the Hindu 
Shastras, the personification of one 
of the three Cosmic power~. In this 
letter, he is trying- to justify human 
e'.'i.pr-rience for quite other reasons 
than those in ·' Endymion ,._ In the 
latter, it f.nally leads him to happi
ness; in the former, it makes a man, 
the individual man, only the clearer 
defined in his dim,msions. 

But Keats resumed the chain of his 
earlier thought in " Hyperion ". He 
sees humanity in a cycle of progres
sive movement, and old orders fall 
and new ones take their place, and 
only those are happy who realise the 
reality that underlies this progress. Of 
these is Apollo, who realises truth and 
hecomes a god. Before his transfor
mation, he had been feeling miserable 
like Endymion, but at the height of 
his misery he looks at the face of 
Mneme:;yne and attains to godhood. 
There ,vas something sudden anrl 
unexpected in this vision of beatitude, 
for the drama of the fall of the Titans 
had been enacted as it were some
where apart from Af)ollo. The main 
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action had hardly touched him though 
he embodied in himself its final teach
ing and this shortcoming led Keats to 
revise the poem. In the Fall of Hy
perion, he creates a character who has 
sight of the whole drama of the fall of 
the Titans and instead of a g:od, gains 
godhood himself. Incidentally, it may 
be mentioned that as the poet himself 
had been transformed into a god, 
little remained to do for Apollo, and 
as another such transformation was 
impossible, he had to drop the poem. 
His conception of the architectural 
part of the :(Xlem was defective. But 
for all this, Keats's meaning is clear. 
He makes merry in the garden, then 
falls asleep, on waking sees a temple, 
he tries to reach the steps, but finds 
life ebbing out of him, when he 
touches a step and ne,v life is infused 
in his veins. This dying before at
taining a new life, is a favourite de
vice of Keats, as we have seen in 
"Endymion"; it symbolises the ex
tinction of human consciousness or 
identity, the life of samskaras which 
are the result o[ past experience and 
the passing of the soul into the reali
sation of a higher reality. The poet 
then ascends the steps. He is gradu
ally advancing towards Truth. He 
faces Moneta, the symbol of univercal 
human experience. She has seen the 
fall of Saturn and his peer,; and this 
drama she would show even to Keats. 
When the power of vision is granted 
to him, he can ~ee thing:> as a god 

indeed. What is more, he can pene
trate to the essence of things and not 
remain bound to the knowledge of 
external forms : 

.. lhere grew 
A power wilhin me o! eno~mous ken 
To ~ee .i~ a god ~e~, and rnke the depth 
Of thing~ ao nimbly as the outward eye 
Can size and ohape pervade. 

This communion with the es
sence of things had been the secret 
of immortality in "Endymion" and 
this the poet has realised in the Fall 
ol Ilyperion. In the poem as it is, he 
sees only the drama of suffering ; it 
is not continued to allow him, with 
the acquisition of his new power, 
to have also the v1s10n of 
final beatitude. But the trend o1 
Keats's thought is clear ; he is com
muning with the essence of things 
as in " Endymion " and reaching the 
ultimate reality behind material sub
stances. Experience here is not con
ducive to the formation of man's 
identity but it leads him to the enity 
of life, to Truth and to Happiness. 
Keats was admitted to the temple 
because he had dreamt of misery and 
made his days miserable in the world. 
Nmv, from Moneta, he was to have 
the vision of true happiness. In this 
respect, he is more with Dante than 
with Shakespeare. He ,vas certainly 
on his way to the Advaita although 
he did not live long enough fully and 
finally to realise and express it in his 
poetry. 

RAM BlLAS SHAR'v!A 
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111.-THE REALITY OF GOD 

In the previous article it was shown 
that according to the great religions 
the destiny of man involves some
thing more than his relations with 
the physical world and with his fel, 
low-men. In religion there have been 
revealed to man fundamental needs 
of his being, that physical nature and 
his human environment fail to satisfy. 
Yet religions have never been merely 
phases of human striving ; they have 
also been in part experiences of actual 
achievement. And that attainment 
has depended not merely on the sub
jective effort but also on relation with 
somewhat apprehended as other than 
nature and society. In order in 'iO 

brief an article to simplify the phra· 
seology I shall refer to this as God. Is 
God real ? If so, what is His nature? 

In the first article I represented 
revelation as a characteristic of all 
knowledge whatsoever, implying 

thereby that besides the function3 of 
knowing (apprehension and reason) 
some object is involved presenting or 
revealing itself to the subject. In re
ligion it is God who is revealed, pres
enting Himself as object to be known 
by the subject by means of his forms 
of apprehension and reason. It may 
be said that in order rationally to 
hold that God reveals Himself, one 
must know that He is. Yet, on the 
other hand, for one to know that He 
i,;, He must reveal Himself. A philos
ophy of religion has here to recognise 
one of the ultimates it is one of its 
purposes to specify. The fact nf God's 
reality and the fact of His presenting 
llimself for human knowledge arc 
alike apprehended in one and thr: 
same experience. 

What could be meant by those who 
might deny that God is real ? Gener
ally this : that the tenb represents no 
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more than an idea which is a merely 
fictional construction o[ the human 
mind. It is quite clear that there are 
such fictional ideas, conceptions form
ed no doubt on the basis of some 
experience but not apparently as such 
representing an actual being. I shall 
not at this point discu:ss the other 
contention that there can be nothing 
known as real except ideas, for the 
rejection of this position will be im
plied in later parts of this article. 

A type of philosophical exposition 
often met with is in marked contrast 
with the kind of philosophy of reli
gion I am endeavouring to formulate. 
That exposition tries to show that the 
idea of God is compatible with what 
man knows of the mundane. Put 
briefly, the idea of God is prc,iented 
as a hypothesis used with reference 
to reflection on characteristics of the 
physical and the social. But there is 
no evidence that mankind in ge,neral, 
or individual men, have first arrived 
by reflection at an idea of God, have 
then accepted that as an hypothesis 
and around it formed their religion. 
An examination of religion seems to 
justify the contention that though 
forms of intellectual expression of the 
nature of God have been attained 
gradually by the exercise of thought, 
the being of God, somehow apprehen
ded by man, has been the actual basis 
with reference to which such develop
ments of expression have had signif
icance. The idea of God has arisen in 
the relation of the mind with some
thing other than itself, just a,; defi
nitely as the idea of the physical 
world has. When thinkers have 
taken over the idea of God and 
introduced it into their philoso
phies, even nypothetically, to give 

something to their general view 
which is otherwiae lacking, it is 
because the idea of God has some 
needed reference beyond that upon 
which they have centred their atten
tion. If anything is gaining by thus 
taking over the idea of God, it is be
cause of such implications. These can 
be understood and accepted only if it 
is admitted that the idea of God has 
arisen in religious experience as a 
form of expression of what is not ap
prehended in the physical and social 
worlds. In short : religion implicates 
God as real and cannot be correctly 
described in terms of the acceptance 
of a hypothetical idea of God. 

Some modem writers who accept 
the view that for religion God is real, 
proceed to say that this reality is the 
actual complex of forces of integra
tion of which we learn in the scientific 
study of physical nature and of social 
organisation and development. Tak
ing nature in a wide sense, and em
phasising its integrating processes, 
these thinkers wish to have this ex
position regarded as an expression of 
the real God of religion. This is sup
posed to implicate no reality other 
than that which the physical scienres, 
psychology and sociology are concern
ed with. 

The most general objection to this 
type of exposition is that it does not 
implicate what religion as it has ap
peared among men has involved. Its 
account of God seems plau,;ible only 
because it surreptitiously brings in 
what has not been derived from the 
data admitted and omits something 
that is to be found in those data. 
There is a sense in which religion is 
concerned with " all that is real ". 
But religions have never implied that 
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all that is real is human society and 
the realm of physical nature studied 
in the physical sciences. Ot1 the one 
hand, when the processes of integra
tion in the physical world and human 
society are presented as God, there is 
always an ideaiisation, generally more 
or less vague but an idealisation 
nevertheless. The processes are viewed 
as tending to values not yet achieved 
as they are to be achieved, and thus 
not yet " real " in the sense that is 
admilted, but newrtheless conc~iYed 
or in some manner apprehended 
·'ideally"- ,vithout any admission of 
the basis foi such, nor for the impli
cation that t!~e proce~:ses eventually at 
least get nearer and nearer to their 
realisation, if not entirely attain it. 
On the other hand, these exposition:, 
entirely ignore or fail to g1ye 
adequate attention to the aspects 
of disintegration. A very slight 
investigation of what religion ha" 
been and is suffices to shm;· th:1.t 
in it physical and social reality is at 
least ~,ubordinate to somethin,~ other 
than that reality. Even those form~ 
of expression \Vhich have identified 
the reality of God and the reality 
of the Whole have more often than 
not described the physical and social 
worlds as illusory, as not truly real. 
From the point of view of actual re
ligion, nature and human society 
have aroused much repulsion, 
and this became of some contrast 
with that with which in religion man 
is otherwise in contact. The view 
here criticised takes over from religion 
in its ordinary seme the character
istics of optimism and fails to face the 
pessimistic characteristics of religion 
which in part have led mankind in 
general to avoid the identification 

of God with the physical and the 
social, whether viewed simply as 
p;:ocesses or as involved in proce2s. 
Such a form of exposition of the real
ity of God can only make ib appeal 
Dy fundamental tran,;cendern.:e of the 
alleged empirical facts upon which it 
is supposed entirely to rest. 

Religion implicates God as real, 
whatever may be the diverse forms 
of expression developed by thought 
with the aid of language with refer
ence to Him. God as reality is not the 
same as an idea of God. If a man 
truly says he has a hundred dollars, 
it is because he has a visible 
apprehem,ion of a certain quantity of 
actual coin, or of paper accredited for 
public purposes as equivalent to that 
coin, or some inscription in his bank 
deposit book, or in some other man
ner indicating that coin. In other 
words, he treats the hundred dollars 
as real because of the evidence sup
plied by some form of apprehernion 
other than his possession of the idea 
of a hundred dollars. Something anal
ogous with this is invol\"ed with re
gard to the affirmation of whatever 
kind of reality. There is no theoretical 
"proof" of reality. No amount oj 
rational reflection on an idea can en
able one to pass to a reality signified 
by that idea. 

The question then is as to the appli
cation of the term " real ". In being 
aware of the hundred dollars as real, 
a man need make no affirmation 
either that they always existed or al
ways will exist. There is no ground 
in experience or reason justifying the 
affirmation that the physical has 31-
ways existed and will always exist. 
The individual apprehends himself as 
functioning, and d~ not consider 
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that he is only an idea with an idea 
of functioning. This is because of 
certain specific forms of apprehension 
involved in what has been called self
consciousness. Through these he ap· 
prehends himself as a reality which 
may be signified by his idea of him
self. In so knowing himself he is not 
aware of himself as "more real" than 
the physical objects he apprehends. 
There is no criterion which he could 
apply by which he could judge one 
more and the other less real. Each i:c 
real in its own kind, and each is 
known through specific forms of ap
prehension. Similarly, God as real, as 
other than the idea that signifies Him, 
must be apprehended as such, ,vith 
specific forms of apprehension. The 
ideas that have been conceived to 
signify God indicate that we have not 
to do here simply with a mampulation 
by reason of what has been appre· 
bended as physically real and ac, finite 
self-consciousness. 

In contrast with the view which 
presents man as the highest form of 
being, in religion man apprehends 
God as so utterly transcendent that in 
comparison he appears to himself in
significant. It is thus that Hinduism 
has at times regarded God ac. beyond 
description in terms of human lan
guage ; and every religion in its 
higher forms has in;;;isted on the in
adequacy of its expressiom. Never
theless religion has definite implica
tions as to the nature of God. God 
is not apprehended as ha,·in.~ the 
characteristics of the physical. God 
is spirit, like and yet unlike ,-:hat 
man knows himself to be. Term,: 

have been coined to refer to God that 
man does not apply to himself as he 
finds himseH on earth and as a mem
ber of human society, Thus God is 
" infinite ", " eternal ". However im
possible it is to define these terms 
they are for religion modes of refer
ence to positive characteristics. They 
certainly do not represent negatives 
arrived at by processes of theoretical 
reflection. God has aroused mankind 
to various forms of response, trust 
and fear, awe, reverence and worship, 
and thereby to the use of a multipli
city of terms such as majesty and 
glory, wisdom, righteousness and 
holiness. Apprehending the reality 
of God, man has looked upon the 
realm of nature as something subordi
nate, even at times as though in part 
hostile. Knowing God, himself, and 
nature, he has been aware of himself 
as more akin to God than to physical 
nature. Consequently he has learned 
in religion that the satisfaction of his 
deepest needs is to be sought more 
in his relation to God than to nature. 
His knowledge of God has made him 
aware of qualities and attitudes 
which, when achieved in his own 
personality and conduct are accom
panied by peace and satisfaction and 
a sense of harmony. These qualities 
he has summed up in the terms, the 
goodness and the righteousness of 
God. The character of God is recog
nised as the objective ground of his 
moral judgments. And it is thus that 
the moral has been allied with a sense 
of authority based on what transcends 
the individual and human society. 

ALBAN G. WIDGERY 



FALSE GODS AND THE TRUE GOD 

1.-PISGAH VIE\V 

I George Godwin, writing about the failure of the churches and the growing 
influence of psycho-analysis, fears that the God of Freud also is an illusionary 
phantom.-Eos.] 

And '.l,,fo3es went up from the plains of Moab 11nto mount \:cbo; to the top of Pis1sah, 
that is over again~t Jericho ... And the Lord said unto him, This is the !and which I sware 
unto Abraham, unto Isaac and unto Jacob, ~aying. I will gi\'c it unto thy sctd ; I haw 
caused thee to sec it with thine own eyes, but thou slialt not go o\cr thither ... 

Does modem psychology offer a 
satisfactory and satisfying alternative 
to the creeds of those great corpora
tions, the churches? ,vrn this prob
ing of man's mind reveal the many 
forms and expressions of his creeds 
as wish-fulfilment fantasies and noth
ing more ·r 

Anybody who reads psychology 
must have put such questions to 
himself : they are inevitable. 
Whether we admire or abhor the 
teaching of such men as Freud, we 
are unable to ignore them or to dis
miss their theories as of small impor
tance. To belittle the significance of 
Freud's central theory would be 
foolish, for he stands high in that 
hierarchy of minds whose contribu
tions to knowledge have involved the 
unwilling surrender of long-cherished 
ideas. 

Nature assigns to all innovators the 
rOle of iconoclast. For the acceptance 
of the new involves the destruction of 
what was formerly held as true and 
immutable. 

The justification of man's faith in 
a loving heavenly father, and the 
promise of eternal life, are no longer 
as easily accepted as the rising and 
setting of the sun, though they were 
by our forefathers. :'.\1odern psycho
logy ha:-; not only cast doubt upon the 

Dnllnonomy, xxxi\·, 1 & 4. 

goodness of God, hut hints at his non
existence. 

To make the mental and emotional 
read1ustment called for by this tre
mendous heresy is the problem now 
facing great number-; of people ,vho 
formerly rested quietly on the un
examined rock-bed of an unquestioned 
faith. 

The story of the progress of knowl
edge is the history of jettisoned ideas 
and abandoned creed$, Thi: e.-1rth was 
flat by ocular demonstration until the 
mathematician revealed it as a sphere. 
The sun, as obviously, went round 
the earth until Galileo revealed the 
actual behind the obvious. Man ,vas 
accepted as a special creation until 
Darwin propounded his theory of 
natural selection and set the reaction
ary prelate.~ by the ear. It remained 
for Freud to question the all-loving 
heavenly father and to suggest that 
the intangible Prime Mowr may be 
but the projection by man of the 
father imago and its apotheosis. 

It is not easy to be at once a 
Christian and a disciple of Freud, 
though there are many in the camp 
of the orthodox ,vho are working 
ove··time to-day to make the best of 
these two mutually destructive 
worlds. Freud, in a word, has cast 
doubts on things fomerly held as 
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sacrosanct, revealing to us ruthlessly 
the mainspring of our actions and 
the source of our dream,;, those 
dreams of which our religion i::, but 
the waking expression. Freud gives 
the law to-day as Moses gave it 
yesterday. But unlike the high priest 
he offers neither promise nor hope of 
a fabled Land of Promise. These he 
has taken away. Psychology has 
taken our heaven away (or at least 
the sustaining illusion of it). And 
in its place? In its place we are 
offered an elaborate explanation of the 
human machine as a complex of in
stinctual urges and primeval drives. 
Is it enough ? 

While the learned doctors argue 
and dispute, the ordinary man must 
either swallow whole traditional faith 
and clerical authority or do as the 
writer has done, submit to the intel
lectual operation of excising them to 
work out anew some more satisfac
tory creed. 

Psychology, because it seemed, at 
first glance, to offer something clear
cut and demonstrable, lured the en
quirer on. But very soon a difficulty 
presented itself. For just as the con
vert to Christianity is faced wiih the 
almost hopeless task of choosing from 
the many sects, each one claiming the 
truth, so the enquirer into pcychology 
finds, not an established scientific 
doctrine, such as !\'"ewton·s Law, but 
large numbers of schismatic schools, 
rival systems and, among the leading 
exponents, open hostility. Psychology 
not only has its heretics, but at times 
the mood to bum them. The quarrels 
of these men of science is one of the 
most distressing things the man seek
ing guidance at their hands has to 
contend ,vith. • Yet sooner or later 

psychology must inevitably play a 
vast part in our lives and in determin
ing our attitude towards the unseen 
world. 

The concept of a loving God, the 
Divine Father, may be but the great
est and grandest of all the wish-fulfil
ment dreams of humanity, yet the 
need which produced it remains to be 
satisfied. Nothing is more real than 
man's need of God, or, if you prefer 
it, for the idea of godhead. Does 
modern psychology involve us in the 
sacrifice of this ? And, if so, is this 
surrender merely one more growing 
pain essential to man's progress along 
the evolutionary path ? 

Yesterday we cast out devils : to
day we analyse neuroses and re-edu
cate the victims of them. And where 
yesterday we venerated the saints we 
re-read our hagiological literature 
with new eyes to discover in these 
holy ones of the Christian calendar a 
collection of psychopaths exhibiting 
all the symptoms of well-defined 
psychological abnormalities. And as 
Christianity dies by inches in that 
v-:estern civilization which Havelock 
Ellis has likened to an aberration, 
psychology gains ground. 

\Vhat is to take its place? 
Nationalism in its extreme form? 

High ethical codes adopted and 
adhered to without hope of reward 
hereafter? A revival of the old, forgot
ten gods? 

There are plenty of signs that these 
alternatives are being tried out in the 
,vestern world to-day. But that they 
will last one may doubt, for the truth 
is that man cannot do without some 
satisfying faith involving his relation~ 
ship with the deity. 

By undermining and exposing what 
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i;:,, iah;e in revealed religion, Freud has 
performed a service of the first 
magnitude to humanity. He has 
struck at the priest so subtle a blov,· 
that their fate is inescapable. He has 
invited us to have the evurage to 
contemplate facts which humble u,; ; 
he has challenged us to pursue truth, 
foot by foot, slow, painful mile by 
mile. 

And now, far along lhe unac• 

customed road with this new Moses, 
we enquire of him : Whither ? 

Is this but a longer road to a 
greater truth ? Is the Promised Land 
to be the ultimate reward-or are 
,ve fr 0m the height of Pi~gah merely 
to vie,v a blessedness forever denied 
to us by a God ·who is but an illusion, 
the mirage of our lonely and 
que~ting hearts ? 

GEORGE GODWIN 

ll.-STATE VERSLS GOD 

[In this article Claude Houghton :;hows how the false .Personal God-Idea is 
sought to be perpetuated in nalio:ial1stit: rdigions who~ popc3 are dictators. Many 
are the false gods cl.s.ily created by human fancy but 1-Ir. Houghton points the way 
lo the Deity which is Trulh. H. P. Blavatsky once wrote : " II man proceeding un 
his life journey looked-hut heavenward, which is but a figure of speech-but with
in himself, and centred his point of observation on the inntcr man, he would soon 
escape from the coils of the great serpent of illusion."-Eos.J 

An interesting, if disturbing, aspect 
of life to-day is the number of fiction~ 
which humanity is expected to accept 
as realilies. l\ot long ago an Ameri
can journalist gave an interesting 
selection, instancing the Non-Inter
vention Committee ; the League of 
Nations ; the autonomy of Abys
sinia; the British "National., 
Government ; the official quotations 
on Wall Street-contrasting the3e 
with the "bid-and-offered" prices 
then ruling-and so on. It would be 
possible to extend the list almost 
indefinitely, and many would give 
"God" pride of place at the head of 
it. To an increasing number of people, 
God has become the most tottering 
of all fictions---a phantasy created 
by fear, superstition, or self-interest. 

So true is this that, in many 
countries, State fanaticism is ousting 

organised religion. Actually, these 
fanaticisms are inverted creeds. They 
may claim to be " materialistic ", 
"atheistic'', "utilitarian", " logical'' 
and so on but, in fact, they are creeds 
and, true to type, they permit no 
rivals and countenance no criticism. 
Also, as ever, they proclaim their 
world-wide mission with Messianic 
fervour. 

Each of these modern creeds has 
its Bible or prophet, its martyrs, here
tics, apostles, dogmas, and its Inquisi
tion. Ami every one of them trains 
Youth to die for the faith. Nothing 
new, therefore, has been invented in 
the way of " technique". Instead of 
a Pope, there is a Dictator. Instead of 
cathedrals, there are barracks. In
stead of Eternity, there is a series 
of Five Year Plans. 

One thing is new ill these modern 
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creeds and one only :--th<..'y are con
cerned wholly with this w01Jd. The 
Tower of Babel is to be rebuilt but, 
this time--,viih modern machinery 
and mechanised htunanily-- we are 
going to make an efficient job of it. 
Recently one Dictator ailirmed that 
'' the ideal is mechanisation from 
the cradle to the grave". Another 
exclaimed how splendid it was that 
we all thought and felt exactly the 
same about everything. And a third 
announced that he spat whenever he 
heard the word " spiritual ". 

Now, men react most violently 
when they believe they ha,·e been 
cheated. It is the reason why they 
go to extremity. If This is fabe then 
That-its opposite --must be true. 
For centuries we have heard plenty 
pre.ached about the Kingdom of God 
-and have seen precious little of it 
---w we had better try to make a 

job of this world by our own unaided 
efforts, That is the reasoning, con
scious or unconscious, of millions to
day--and it is the actual creed of 
many who profess another one. 

Organised religion no longer create<: 
hope in men's hearts, or opens a vista 
in their minds. For many, the church 
is merely the accomplice of the State. 
Professed ideals count for very little 
nmvadays. Every cause pays lip
sen,ice to the most elevated ideals
it is common form-but only acts 
convince and inspire. l'vlen are bored 
by a Christianity that seeks to sanc
tify in Christ's name practically 
everything on which he turned his 
back-that "consecrates every suc
cessful massacre v,dth a Te Deum ". 
And men are bored, terribly bored, by 
the dogmas of theology-by attempts 
to render static the dynamic God of 

the living. If the crown of the spirit is 
joy, there is none in this type of 
Christianity. And w men are leaving 
their temples and are returning to the 
desert, seeking a new vision of reality. 

One by one our gods have failed 
us. Science, which many believed 
would lead us into a land flowing 
with milk and honey, now proffers 
benefits \Vith one hand and threatens 
extinction with the other. Art has be
come a chaos of conflicting theorie,3---
an internecine war of petty cults-for, 
possessing no common vision, what 
can artists give us but an "ape-like 
mimicry of the obvious", or a glimpse 
of a private heaven or hell ? Directly 
man ceases to be an organism-direct
ly there are no unanimous ideas about 
the value of life-a multiplicity of 
gods is inevitable, for every one has 
an isolated conception of the nature 
of truth. A result ls that men have 
discovered their loneliness-and there
fore unite under any banner rather 
than remain alone under none. 

It has been said that men get the 
government they deserve. It is equal
ly true that they get the god they 
deserve. They get the god they desire. 
We will that which we desire and, 
oftrn, there is no correspondence be
tween the desire of the heart and the 
prayer uttered by the lips. If false 
gods have brought us to the brink of 
ruin, it is the quality nf our desire 
that invoked them and gave them 
power. Sooner or later we discover 
the nature of the god we have served. 

It follows that the only chance of 
discovering the true God is to desire 
It simply and solely because It is 
the truth. When we desire It-
ardently, exclusively-no matter what 
effect Its coming may have on our in-
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terest, prejudices, traditions, prestige, 
and all the rest of it, then we may 
find that a long-locked door is slowly 
opening. Desire will be Its herald, 
and a new consciousness the sign that 
It has come. 

But one thing is certain. The self
consciousness of this dispensation is 
:-oick unto death. Everything is based 
on the illusion of " separateness .. ___ _ 
of the individual isolated "I". We 
may belieYe that all souls, or selYcs, 
are one, but this belief belongs to the 
brain, not to the blood. We dare not 
admit the unity of the spirit of life : 
that what happens to another hap
pens to u-:; that we are oursd\·es
and every one else. VVe remain ego
centric because we dare not even de
sire to become cosmic-centric. And, 
if many aspects of life to-day are a 
nightmare, on balance ,ve prefer 2 

nightmare to the :'Jew. 
It may be that the coming religion 

will have no formal creed, no temples. 
no ritual, no saints or martyrs. If 
these could have delivered us, we 
should haw been delivered long since. 
It may be that a race with a con
sciousness oth{'r than ours will come 
into being a race of men and wo
men, \\·hole, free, fearless, who will 
not proclaim a new message but, in 
themselves, will be the new Word. 

A race which will live, move, and have 
its permanent being in that realm 
which is glimpsed by us only in iso
lated flashes of vision. A race to which 
harmony will not he "an arrow of 
longing'', but an inheritance. :\ race 
that will reali:-;e its organic relation
ship with every level of life-realise it 
not as a mental concept but in the 
throb of the pulse. A race ,rnndrou~
ly alive, respon"ivc to intimations 
from levels more profound than any 
sounded by plummet of our:-. ,\ race 
which, initiated into the my~tery of 
Being, will hold all things holy. 

If this is a dream, all that for which 
men have yearned and struggled in 
the age-old darknei,s is a dm1.m. But 
dream or not, the hope of the king
dom-the longing for wholeness, and, 
:-,imultaneously, the fear of it -is the 
deepest desire of man. So deep that, 
to-day, in de~pcration, he creates a 
nightmare tra\·esty of this desire 
rather than abandon his Yisioh of 
unity in a mighty synthesis. 

And '.-0, de--pite the fears that dark
en the horizon, in the depths of us 
--if we dare to listen we may hrar 

an echo of Carpenter\ cry : 

Out of tlw litter ;md murk of a dc•(a\'in~ 
1•,orld, • • 

Lo I even ~o 
I see new life arise. 

CLAUDE HOUGHTON 



DHARMA RAJYA 

SOCIAL \VELFARE 

[This month H. Krishna Rao of Mysore University continues his studies 
describing some of the social welfare work which was done in old lndia.-Ens.] 

Protection of subjects is the para.~ 
mount duty of the king. Establishing 
all his subjects in the observance of 
their duties. he should cause all of 
them to do everything according to 
the dictates of righteousness.* \Vhe
ther the king does or does not do any 
other act, if only he protects his sub
jects, he is considered to have accom
plished all religious acts. All duties 
have kingly duties for their basis, for 
all orders are protected by the king. t 

The term protection is comprehen
sive and includes:-

(a) Protection of the people from 
oppression by artisans, musicians, 
beggars and buffoons. 

(b) Fixing the profit of mer
chants, the charges for the processing 
of commodities, and wages. Wages 
are to be so fixed that the ,vorker can 
maintain those who are his compul
sory charges. Low wages are those 
by which the worker c.an maintain 
himself alone. 

(c) Providing relief in cases of 
material calamities like fire. floods, 
famine, etc. 

(d) Suppression of the wicked 
who live by such foul means as adul
teration of food-stuffs, using false 
weights and measures, counterfeiting 
coins, administering poison to others, 
and bearing false witness. 

(e) Seizing of criminals on suspi-
cion or in the very act. 

• Maha/Jhprata. 
t Sukra Nitisara. 
t Kautilya. 

( f) Protecting people from the 
tyranny of Government servants.t 

Preservation of good order is pref
erable to a seeming increase of pro
sperity, for when all order is lost, then 
prosperity, though present, is of no 
use.§ 

Life and property of the people are 
considered too sacred to be encroach
ed upon by any one. The law pro
vides protection to the people 
against robbery, defamation, assault, 
gambling, betting. One should not 
give up even an inch of land so a~ 
to part with his rights to it. The 
king shall protect agriculture from 
molestation, from oppressive fines 
and taxes, and herds of cattle against 
thieves and cattle diseases.** Citizens 
are prohibited from giving shelter to 
men of wicked habits and activities. tt 
When violence is committed by any 
one the aggressor must be caught by 
the people and handed over to the 
State. Without the permission of the 
king, the subjects may not gamble, 
drink, hunt or use weapons, nor may 
they without his permission either 
sell or purchase useful animals, im
movable property, intoxicants, 
poisons, etc. All subjects should try 
to qualify themselves for the perfor
mance of meritorious activities. 

Political efficiency is realised where 
there is an honest supply of informa
tion to the Government. Nothing can 

-
§ Kautilya. 

** Sukra Nitisara. 
tt Brihaspathi. 
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secure this object more effectively 
than an intimate connection between 
the ruler and the ruled. Sukra in
structs the king to go round his capi· 
ta! on an elephant and to inspect th<: 
yillages, cities and di~tricts every year 
in order to know whether the people 
are pleased ,dth the Co,·ernment or 
oppre:,sed by its officers. The J;:ing 
is advised to take the side not of the 
officers but of the people, and to di~
mi~s any officer who is accu:,ed by one 
hundred persons. 

A sound system of Go,·ernment 
should necessarily provide for the 
conser\'ation and development of 
natural re:;ources and of the natioml 
traditions and culture. The Indian 
political thinkers earmark large sums 
of money for charitable purposes and 
items of social welfare. With a view to 
providing bodily comforts for gowrn" 
mcnt ~crvants and infu~ing in them 
the spirit of enthusiasm for work, 
political thinkers recommend not only 
a fairly high salary but aim proYide 
for them lea\'e with allowance, pen
sions and other such amenities."
Their salaries range from 60 to -18,000 
panas per annum. (Kautilya.) Three 
months' pay for one who has served 
for fisc years, six months' pay for one 
who has heen ill for a long time, 
full pay for the one ill for fif
teen days, fifteen days' leave 
a year to all, and half the salary c1.s 
pension to one who has put in forty 
years of work are ;;ome of the privi
leges of service. t The king shall not 
only maintain his servants but also 
increase their subsistence and wages 

--
• Kautilya. 
t Sukra Nitisara. 
t Kautilya. 
§ Sukra Nitisara. 

in accordance with their learning and 
their work.t Sukra remarks that 
those who get low wages are enemie~ 
hy nature and are p\unden•r,.:. of the 
people.§ 

The king shall not only keep in 
good condition the timher and ele
phant forests, the building, and the 
mines cre3ted in the past but also set 
up new ones.** 

He should have domrstic plants cul
tivated in village-;. IIe should make 
canals. wells and tanks accessible to the 
people. Bridges are to be co:1structed 
over rivers. The king should have 
tcmplc-s built in the squares of tht> capital 
and in the cmtre of villages ancl should 
arrange for festivals in honour of the 
deities. He should train officers in the 
cultivation of aiis rind science~ and ap• 
point them in their SJX:cial fidds. He 
should honour those every year who are 
distinguished in the mts and sciences.ti 

Aided by ministers the king should 
examine the hearts and the acts of 
all. He shall ever be ,vakdul. In 
Court he shall never cause his peti
tioner to wait at his doors, for 
when a king makes himself inac
cessible to his people and en
trusts his work to his immediate 
officers he may be sure of engendering 
confusion in business, causing thereby 
public disaffection and rendering him
self a prey to his enemies.n The 
king whose subjects are devoted and 
who is devoted to the protection of his 
subjects and has disciplined himseH 
enjoys great prosperity. It is better 
to lay down life itself in the obser" 
vance of righteousness than to win 
victory by sinful means.~~ 

H. KRISHNA RAO 

•• Kautilya . 
tt Sukra Nitisara. 
U Sukra Nit1sara. 
§§ Brihaspathi. 



SPIRIT OF PEACE IN SOVIET THEATRE 

[Huntly Carter is already known to our readers by previous contributions on 
the Drama. 1Ie is one of the kading men who believe in the Theatre as a means 
"of the redemption of man from evil and the attainment of the ul~imate good of 
society". This may be a possibility for Drama per se, but what about the actors 
themselves to-day? iv1r. Aldous Huxlry in Euds a11d l\1ea;1s tclls us that" modl'm 
dramas (even the best of them) arc essentially secular", and that" acting is one of 
the most dangerous of trades ". 

Acting inilamcs the ego in a way whieh few l}tht:r prolessiom do. For the sake of 
enjoying regular emotional self-abuse, our ~ocieties condemn a considerable cbss of men 
and women to a perpetual inability to achieve non-attachment, 

Mr. St. John Ervine, the well-known playwright and drama•.ic critic, is very 
much displeased with :\fr. Huxley. An actor. writing in Tm: ARYAN PATH for 
October 1932, on "The Soul on the Sta.ge '' warm us 01 it,; dangers and of their 
minimization by a study of Theosophy. The dangers that lie along the way of 
acting, he tells us, are "vanity, ambition, concl'it, r1ridc, the sense of personal egotism, 
the illusion of greatness,"---aH leading obviously in an opposite direction to non
attachment. 

Mr. Huxley would agree-, we think, that the application of his philosophical 
theories would have a transforming t>ffcct on both play\uights and plays. Mr. Carter 
is more hopeful about the drama of to-day, but again, he views it from an angle 
diffnmt from Mr. I Iuxley's.---Eus.] 

The vital question of peace occn
pies the attention of all humane and 
cultivated minds to-day. And it i:c 
riot surprising that the long contmued 
quest by the Soviet rnion for peace 
as shown in decrees, policies, diplo
mats' speeches, and in other ways, 
and the close a~.sociation of the Soviet 
theatre with Government policy and 
the internal and external situations 
which it has produced, haw given rise 
outside Russia to the very important 
question : Is the Soviet theatre con
cerned with peace and if so, why and 
how? The purpose of this article is 
to answer the question. 

Owing to this unity of the theatre 
and national life it may be a,·.c:.umec.l 
that there is a peace spirit in the 
Soviet theatre and that one of its 
sources is Government peace policy. 
It is in fact one of the theatrical con
sequences of that }Xllicy, In Maxim 

Gorki's play, "Dostigaev and 
Others", one of an unfinished trilogy 
reflecting the social situation produc• 
cd by political policy during March to 
):°ovember 1917, ,ve have a red soldier 
saying to a representative of the fallen 
merchant class, " There vvon't be any 
uniforms in future. We have finished 
with war. One of our first jobs is to 
conYince the wodd that war is useless. 
We [Bolshevists] shall see the begin
nings of a world peace." 

But though political policy has 
done much to influence the peace idea 
and spirit in the So\'iet theatre it is 
not the sole influence. Considered as 
a whole, the structure and work of 
this theatre is the logical result of 
that organic unity of the Soviet 
theatre and the humanized life of the 
Soviet Union which I have considered 
in two articles contributed to THE 
ARYAN PATI-1. (" Drama : The 
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Organic Part of Human Life"
December 1930 and "A Compari
~n of the Hindu and the Soviet 
Systems of the Drama" ---April 1936.) 

In the first I dealt with the 
Eastern concept of Drama as an or
ganic part of human life and with the 
appearance of a -.imilar concept in 
Russia in 1!117 ,Yhen the theatre 3nd 
its content were conceived of as an 
integral part of the new life of the 
entire community, and the drama 
,vithin the theatre as a reflection of 
the mighty politico-economic and 
social dramatic spectacle without the 
theatre. In the ~econd I traced the 
logical result of this unity in the 
bcgirmng of a great Soviet system of 
the drama hm'ing marked re::;em
blancc-; to the few great historical 
systems of the drama, Hindu, Shake
spearean and other. I explained that 
it was a ~rstcru of the epitomisation 
by ouhtanding contemporary writer:, 
and other dramatic agents, of the high 
events of a transitional and hero:c 
period of ~ocial history for dramatis3 
tion within the limits of the contem
porary theatre. The thealre it-:elf 
varied in structure and method 9.c

cording to the period in which it wa, 
placed. Thus the SoYict theatw i" 
determined by the revolutionary 
events of the culminating period of 
the four hundred year old Sccul::tr 
Age, and by its socialist collective 
purpose. Its method is the outcome 
of an expression called '• socialist 
realism". The latter is best undcr
sto0d if we speak of the prc-rernlution 
realism (for instance, the Moscow 
Art Theatre photographic realism 1 as 
static, and socialist realism as dyna
mic. The Soviet conception of reaJi.;m 
is the realism of an entire country 

and community, that is, Russia seen 
unfolding as a whole ; the pre-war 
conception was little pictures of slict:s 
of real life, such as we find in Mr. 
Bernard Shaw's play:-;. The Soviet 
definition of the drama can be best 
explained by reference to ib great 
period play.;, For instance, there i~ 
"Aristocrat-;", one of the big con
structi\'e-effort period plays which 
deals with the vast subject of the 
building- of the White Sea-Baltic 
canal by criminab. It i~ a dramatic 
illustration of the immeme present
clay JX)iitico-ethica\ problem and it:; 
So\'iet rnlution of the redemption of 
man from evil (that i:-, nime) by 
his labour. and the attainment of a 
big step forw:ml in the ~a!Yation of 
society. Here is the theatre serving 
a great moral and social purpose. 

The epitomisation system has its 
peace basis. So far as Rus~ia is con
cerned. \Ye haw the mas-; amateurs, 
the nationalities within the l ·nion and 
individual Soviet writers creatively 
condensing for dramatic representa
tion the principal periods and events 
of the unfolding life of a new country 
and a new community. In particular, 
there are the periods of the Revolu
tion, CiYil War, :'.\cw Economic Pol
icy, and of the Five Years' Plan with 
its four colossal and comparatively 
peaceful revolutions-- agrarian, in
dustrial. cultural and constitutional 
(1937). 

Much could be written about the 
many and varied peace elements and 
influences contained in the gigantic 
synthetical process of bringing to
gether all the new forces of a sixth 
part of the earth\; surface in one 
great collective theatri~al effort-the 
dramatic interpretation and repre-
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sentation of their own unfolding life 
---unfolding from a level of backward
ness and illiteracy to a higher level of 
social efficiency, cultural enlighten
ment and taste. 

From a spiritual and pacifist point 
of view there are, in particular, three 
influences that have operated on and 
through the theatre, my,;tical and 
metaphysical, religious, and demo
cratic. During 1918-19 there was a 
big wave of mystical expression in 
poetry and literature. Poets hailed 
the Revolution as a miraculous act of 
liberation intended to set them free in 
their ivory tower for the attainment 
of the fulness and riclmc,;s of poetical 
idealism. They made the mistake of 
accepting a revolutionary movement 
for an evolutionary one. The result 
was that for a time they continued 
their old existence in spite of the new 
and opposing situation, till finally the 
hard and real politico-economic con
ditions compelled some to ca:-;t aside 
idealism and accept tile practical 
policy of revolution, and others to go 
abroad. 

The mystical and metaphysical 
tendency was also strongly marked in 
some of the plays staged by the pre
revolution theatrical specialists and 
reformers who accepted the new rev
olutionary regime, but for a time 
continued along the old evolutionary 
line of the Russian theatre. This 
meant the continued expression of the 
many \Ve-:,tern European influence~, 
philosophical, mystical, m<'taphysical, 
literary, a:sthetic, technical, and other 
under which the pre-war" insurgent" 
theatres fell, and the interpretation 
of ideologies forming the content of 
plays in the repertories of such • theatres. Thus several plays were 

::.taged that lay a stress on thought 
and action, and delivered messages to 
the masses, that were at variance ,vith 
current thought and ideology. For 
instance, at the Kamerny theatre 
there was Claudel's essay in modern 
mysticism, " The Annow1cement 
l'vlade to Mary ". And there were new 
productions also touched with mystic
ism, such as Vaeheren's "Dawn" at 
the revolutionary Zan theatre. 

In the domain of religion there was 
much in the plays of the first decade 
of the theatre to interest the pacifist 
;;ociologist. In some of the plays at 
one of the Children's theatres under 
the direction of A. B. Lunacharski, 
Peoples Commissar of Education, he 
would have found a variety of re
ligious, mystic, domestic, annuncia
tion, birth, death and life subjects. 
At the Kamerny theatre he would 
have found religious manifestations 
in Kalidasa's " Sakuntala ", Clauders 
play, and other;;. In the two Jewish 
theatres, the famous "Habima" and 
the State Jewish theatre under A. 
Granovski, there were expressions of 
Jewish nationalism and religion. 
For instance, m the mystical 
··Dybbuk", and "The Wandering 
Jew", both of which have been seen 
in London. Then too, in the region 
of mechanical philosophy and religion 
there were things to claim his atten
tion. In the early Meyerhold theatre 
there were many evidences, in repre
sentation, of the religion (or better 
still, faith) of science, according to 
Mr. J. M. Keynes a commendable 
new religion inaugurated by the bol
shevists. They appeared in machines 
and tools as dramatic symbols of the 
liberation of the mechanic to the hu
man mastery of his tools, and in other 
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mechanical liberations. In more than 
one of the :rv1eyerhold productions 
there was a religious attitude in the 
reconciliation of the peasant and 
the mechanic. 

But the mo:it decided peact: inliu
ence in the Soviet theatre, one calcula
ted to promote and preserye peace, 
was, and has been till to-day, the 
great mas::: or democratic movement, 
which ha~ served to bring the entire 
vast community into the theatre, to 
unify its sy;:;tems of the drama and 
staging and to keep its attention fixed 
on 'Jr.t central idea, the theatre, as a 
spirit of ~(Wice to itself and to its lxct
terment, a;-; a community of human 
and social beings, and to its attain
ment of 8 true democratic syste:m of 
life. Implicit in this movement is a 
definition of peace as harmonious un
folding at the touch of spiritually 
creati\'E~ experience. Here "spiritu
ally creative" means the creation of 
souls (the sou! of a nation) not the 
creation of "arms". But it mmt be 
said that though Russia's sole object 
is to pre~erve peace, it:> Government 
is obliged to adopt the pre\'alent at
titude of an "armed Peace·· ; still. 
the culti\·ation of "unarmed'' peace 
is evident. 

Evidence of the mass idea and its 
purpose, that is "spiritual creation", 
by the people ibelf aiming to unfold 
to a highet· order, appears at an early 
period of the Soviet theatre's history. 
The organisation and work of the 
Proletrnlt theatre are instructive. The 
executive "chief~'' led by Plctnev, a 
working man, were proletarians. The 
"expressionals" were artists, paint
er~. sculptors, architects, draught:,
men, art and craft workers. The 
" interpreters" were working-class 

actors. The structure was gorgeous, 
a millionaire's palace still containing 
many of the late owner's rare works 
o'f art of a cultural-educational value. 
The stage \\-a:,; a circus arena ; the 
" scenery" circus apparatus ; the 
plays mo;,tly improvised satires, em
bodying the new social ideas, and the 
\\·orker,;' memory and aspiration. The 
whole thing ,ya,; a remarkable blend of 
the religion of science and a forma
tive ethical culturnl system. The 
theatre ,ras actually a gymnasium 
and community centre. The un
trained and unpaid worker-actor,; 
turned to it for formative recreation 
in hours of leisure. The plays .:md 
settings lent themsekes to acrobatic 
displays, exhibition of the power of 
impro\'i~ation, of art processes and 
stage craft proceeding spontaneou,;
ly and freely from the collective 
theatre workers. 

So came the Popular theatre with 
its spirit of service, and implicit in 
it a spirit of peace and a theatrical 
democratic system, together with the 
incentive to the spread of that 
theatrical movement which in twenty 
years has made all the Soviet Uniori 
a stage on which the entire popula
tion is the actor chiefly concerned 
with the interpretation of the "soul " 
of the nation. 

The ,-;tory of the Sovlet theatre since 
1922 i~ the story of the emergence of 
the All-Cnion united theatrical forces 
" playing" with the great central idea 
of a new era of humanity, with the 
constructive processes of a new order 
arising out of cataclysm, u,;ing the 
theatre to demonstrate how mankind 
can enter upon a rightful creative 
path. Figures might serve to indicate 
the immense actualit/ of the demo-
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cratic theatre with its high quest, but 
statistics alone cannot explain the 
extraordinary phases and novelties of 
the great cultural rew!ution begin
ning in 1928, the year which c;rr,,· the 
opening stage of the giga,r:.ic mass 
theatre movement towc:rds uniflcatio:1 
and universalism. 

The first phac:e of the revolution 
was the organisation in 1928 of Olym
piads with their wonderful display 
of the dramatic and arl expre:-;slon of 
the masses. Kational working-chlss 
groups met in friendly rivalry, and 
then came international ones. The 
second phase of this mass dew!op
ment was the organisation of ten-day 
theatrical recitals in Moscow and 
Leningrad of the National theatres, 
Ukranian, Georgian, Kazakh, Uzbek, 
and others. This served to strengthen 
the bond of unity between the Rus
sian and non-Russian Soviet peoples; 
to reveal that the 150 nationalities 
had risen from Tsarist theatrical re
pression and obscurity to Soviet full 
theatrical rights and heights ; and to 
show that their contribution to the 
new folk basis of the theatre, opera, 
ballet and the drama was a very rich 
one indeed. The third phase was 
the merging of the old theatrical in
tellectuals and the masses and 
nationalities on a common theatrical 
ground, the removal of those defects 

which had separated them, and the 
acceptance by the intellectuals of the 
common theatrical t.::i'ik of the build
ing of a new system of life. Finally 
came the establishment of a Commit
tee of Arts to co-ordinate and control 
an All-Cnion theatrical force with its 
693 theatres, 446 Russian, and 247 
national republics d!stribukd among 
150 nationalities, and it~- 46 lan
guages, and in addition, owr 100,000 
non-professional circl;:,c; in factory, 
field and mining district, exclusive of 
the hundreds in city and town, 

Of peace value is the network of 
104 Children's theatre;; all engaged in 
the task of making new citizens and 
encouraging these young citizens to 
build the new life, hy means of 
Soviet plays, classics, and fairy tales 
by the great masters. And account 
must be taken of the big annual 
Thtatre Festivals with their interna
tional implications. And now support• 
ing this vast Popular Theatre Emer
gent with its incipient mighty system 
of the drama, are the vaster cultural 
promises held out by the Stalin Con
stitution. They point to the 
continued development of a united 
theatre more concerned with the 
building of the national soul than 
with promoting the international 
dash of arms. 

HUNTLY CARTER 



PSYCHICAL RESEARCH OR 
PARAPSYCHOLOGY DURING 1937 

!Dr J-B. Rhine is Professor of Psychology at Duke University (U.S.A.) 
and is directing the research work of thc Parapsychclogical Laboratory. He is 
known al! over the world by his investigations in telepathy and clairvoyance which 
he names Extra Sensory Perception, or in '3hcrt ESP. Recently he has publi:,hed 
New Frontiers of the Mind, a review of which will appear in a later issur.-En,;;,_] 

The problem of the nature and ex
tent of exceptional and unexplainable 
phenomena has concerned men since 
ancient times. The sy~tematic effort to 
investigate tho,;e unusual mental od
dities generally recognized under the 
name of psychical research is now in 
its seventh decade. Yet it might fairly 
be said that the accomplishments 
during the year 1937 have been more 
import~mt for psychical research than 
those of any other year of its scientific 
era. 

Heretofore, psychical research has 
been confined largely to private 
societies devoted to this end, but there 
has been during 1937 a general move
ment on the part of university and 
college laboratories to take up certain 
of its problems. Up through 1936 
the number of experimental studies 
reported from universities numbered· 
only seven.* During the single pac;t 
year, reportc; of experiments coming 
under this headit1g were issued from 
ten different universities and col
leg-es.t 

The increase in academic interest 
has not been accidental. Recent 
experiments on the problems of telep
athy and clairvoyance have led to 
the development of generally appli
cable experimental techniques. Criti-

cism and refinement of these methods 
has allowed the problem to become 
more and more the concern of uni
versity investigators. 

This rapid progress led to the estab
lishment in 1937 of the Journal of 
Parapsychology. In its "Editorial 
Introduction" the purposes of the 
publication were set forth :-

... The title of this journal rrquircs a 
few words of explanation as to how we 
conceive the relation of parapsychology to 
psychical research. Parapsychology is a 
word that ... may well be adopted into 
the English language to desi_gnate the 
more strictly experimental part of the 
whole firld implied by psychical research 
as now pretty gr-nrrally understood. It 
is these strictly laboratory studies which 
most need the atmosphere and conditions 
to be found only in the universities ; and 
it is thrse which the unive~ities can most 
properly promote. 

It is convenient to follow the usage 
here laid down and restrict this re
view of the past year's work mainly 
to those more strictly laboratory and 
quantitative studies which fall within 
the bounds of parapsychology. 

Two important studies of medium
ship have appeared during the year. 
Although they differ widely in ap
proach, they agree in the important 
respect of emphasizing the need for an 
objective quantitative procedure. 

* Tlwse include studies made at Stanford (1917), Groningen (1923), Ifarvard (19271, 
Duke (193,1), Bonn (1935), Princeton (1935). and Clark (.1935). 

t Thrse. confined to America, include six universities ( Columbia. Colorado, Duke, 
Minnesota, NPw York and Fordham) and four colleges (Bard, Guilford, Hunter and Tarkio). 
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The work of Dr. John F. Thomas* 
follows the more conventional 
methods. Upon noting that corn• 
munications received in sittings with 
psychic sensitives ("Mediums'') ap~ 
peared to contain much more p;:rsonal 
information than the sensitive might 
reasonably be expected to have 
available normally, he launched an 
extensive investigation to test this 
observation. By concealing his 
identity during personal visits, again 
by sending a proxy sitter, and finally 
by holding some sittings with only a 
stenographer present with the ~ensi· 
tive, he ruled out explanations rn 
tenns of fraud, accidental guesses, 
shrewd inference, and the like. The 
stenographic records ,verc studied to 
see if the statements were so general 
as to be equally applicable to others 
than Dr. Thomas. By analysing the 
records into topics which permitted 
scoring in terms of right and wrong 
statements, he found that they were 
right for him in 90 per cent of the 
topics. ,vhen other people ,;;cored 
the material the points were appJi. 
cable in only about 16 per cent of the 
topics. Dr. Thomas concludes that 
the sensitives whicl1 he studied show· 
ed knowledge "beyond normal cogni· 
tion ". 

A second mediumistic study is that 
reported by Mr. Whately Carington 
in the Proceedings of the Society for 
Psychical Research. By giving word. 
association tests to the trance per• 
sonalities which appear in medium· 
istic seances he is able to measure 
whether the reactions of the various 
personalities are notably " similar" 

-- - -

or " different ". The measurement is 
accomplished by a mathematical 
analysis of the time of reaction to 
each word as it is presented. 

Mr, Carington's first problem, that 
of finding a quantitative method for 
studying trance personalities, appears 
to have been met in his study. He 
finds (in at least one case) that the 
"control" personalities are so signif. 
icantly different from the medium's 
waking personality as to :,uggest that 
they are repressed secondary person· 
alitie~. From purportedly" communi
cating,, personalities appearing in the 
trance states of two different mediums 
he claims to find significant simi• 
larities such as to suggest an individ· 
ual "communicator". This latter 
finding has been challenged by 
Professor R l-1, Thouless. The work, 
however, is yet incomplete; and fur• 
ther result,.; may be of importaace 
for an understanding of the psychol
ogy of trance states. 

In the field of experimental studib 
of telepathy and clairvoyance, the re• 
ports have added, with one exception, 
to the growing body of evidence for 
the frequent occurrence of extra
sensory perception as a normal mental 
activity, t The~e reports were all 
based upon tests in which subjects 
attempted to identify, with various 
degrees of extra-chance succcs,;;, 
randomly selected and concealed 
cards, In most instances, the subjects 
were tested with the so-called ESP 
cards developed in the Parapsycho
logy Laboratory at Duke eniversity. 
These card,.;, each bearing one of five 
simple designs, arc used in packs of 

* Beyond Normal Cvgnilion, Boston ; Brurc Humphries, 1937. 
t Baker, .K, H,, "Report of a :'.vtinor Investigation in Extra-Sensory Perception", 

Journal of Experimental Psychology, 1937, XXI, 120-125. 
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twenty-five (five cards of each of the 
five symbols) and have a well-estab
lished malhematical basis for esti
mating the probability that any score 
or average 1,; a mere chance occur
rence. An in-;Lance of the succes:, 
with which the Duke experimenb* 
have been independendy verified is 
the ime:,L1gation conduct(;d at Tadd.J 
Caliege in :viis:,OUi"i. G12orge and 
.l\facFarland ilad subjeus attempl lo 
teprocluce the mder ol cards as they 
lay untouched in a shuli1ed pack o[ 

25 cards, completely screened from 
the suOjecL\; :,ight. The total score for 
all triaJ.s of 13 :,;ubjectc-\20,,150 indi
cations of single cards) so far exceed
ed the most probable nwnber of 
chance successes that it could be ex
pected by pure luck alone once in 
about 10"·· timee>. 

Almost all the experimenb per
formed during \.he pa;-;t year have, 
however, been conducted with the 
fmther de-,ig-n of geaing at an ur,der
standing o{ ESP. H the occurrence of 
the phenomenon be lu!ly e:otablished, 
its explanation i;-;, of course, the real 
obJecth-c of Iurther experiment. 

Some experiments have been con
cerned with what sort of test situatirn1 
is most favourable to this unusual 
mental function. \Voodrufi and 
George, and G1b,;on particularly car
ried out comparisons between a 
number oi tc:cb inrnldng motor and 
vocal indications of the chosen card. 
They found differrncc:.; in result:; for 
different subjects, but all indications 
point to the origin of these in the 
subject's attitude. For example, 
Gibson's subjects failed entirely at a 
screened matching procedure \\·hich 

was very successfully mastered by the 
~;ubjects of MacFarland and George. 

Nev,, evidence was found by 
?egram that a subject with ESP 

ability can direct his scoring within 
the relativeiy narro\v range of succe::;s 
po,;sible either above or below the 
level of pure chance. That is to say, 
the subject can, if he \\ishe'.;, identiiy 
the card by saying \\hat it is not, 
proof complete that ESP is under the 
subject's voluntary control. 

The past year has been marked 
abo by studies dealmg with the r6\e 
of the stimulus object in ESP. i\o 

limitations upon ESP haw yet been 
found, though the changes in the 
stimulus object have already been 
considerable in extent. L. E. Rhine 
found that her child subjects scored 
equally \Veil with microscopic and 
, cry large symbols. Also she found 
that a single symbol and many sym
bols upon the face of a card give equal 
success. In the study of i\IacFarland 
and George it rnacle no difference 
whether the symboh; were symmetric
al or distorted in oulline. Carpenter 
and Phalen's subjecls called colours 
and symbols equally well. Tbese dis
coveries suggest thal the physical 
characteristics of the objects perceived 
are not important to ESP. 

A much wider variety o; subjects 
were successfuHy tested for this 
ability during 1937 than ever before. 
Children as young as five years were 
able to score significantly under good 
testing conditions in the experiment of 
L. E. Rhine. On the other hand, the 
age range of good subjects ,vas extend
ed upward to at least 60 by Dr. C. 
H. Rice. Retarded school children in . -

• Extra-Semory Perception, Boston : Bruce Humphries, 1935. 
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the third grade proved in an experi
ment by Bond to be able to work well 
in a group \Vith the teacher as experi
menter. Finally, Pegram and Price 
found that even the blind ,vere able 
to demonstrate ESP. 

The increased activity within 
academic circles has brought an ia
creased critical attention. The mathe
matical basis, so essential to experi
mental ,vork, has weai.hered :,everal 
attacks, the occurrence of which have 
initiated several contributions to the 
technical background of the research. 
Greenwood and Stuart and Hunting
ton have presented mathematical 
studies firmly establishing the exlra
chance conclusions of previous re
search. These received the follo1">'ing 
editorial comment in the December 
nwnber of the Journal of Parapsy
chology :-

.... whereas minor changes in method 
are advisable, the mass of [mathemati
.::al] criticism has been directed al point'> 
which are experimentally trivial. 

Other criticism:-. of experimental 
details have called out effective re
sponse in the Journal of Parapsychol
ogy. Warner, in a doubly-ob:-;erved 
distance experiment with exception
ally guarded condition,;, had bi., 
subject call cards one at a time from 
a complete, freshly-shuffied pack ; 
she averaged 9·3 per 25 calls for 250 
consecutive trials (all thal wt:1-e 

made), a highly significant result In 

the December number of the J ournai 
of Parapsychology, a survey was 
made of all the work done under con
ditions in which sensory cues could 
conceivably have played no part Jn 
the :::coring even had the cards been 
marked or even transparent. These 
results, numbering owr l-'10,000 
trials and rrpreseming complete rec
ords of special experiments, must be 
explained by the critic if turther 
discussion of the subject of sensory 
cues i:, to be profitable. 

The proper conclusion for a re
view of a research that is just begin,, 
ning wouid include a forward glance. 
A recent survey of new and old evi
dence seems to prove conclusively 
that ESP is not affected by space
a,; are ali forms of mechanical causa
tion about which anything is known. 
A1~d if not space, then why time ? 
Here is another problem in parapsy
chology--one to be solved, if at all, 
by the careful and patient methods 
of sci.ence. Already the ::ditors of the 
Journal of Parapsychology indicate 
that the 1938 volume will take up in 
its initial number the subject of ex
periments dealing wiih the delicate 
question of precognition. The battle 
·,vith the critics is perhaps only just 
begun. Work along many lines is 
under way in many places. This 
year promises to surpass 1937 in its 
yield of interesting discoveries in 
parapsychology. 

J. B. RHINE 



NEW BOOKS AND OLD 

THE /\IIRROR OF LITERATl,JUc' 

This is an extraordinarily timely and 
valuable book. Those who read it with 
the care it demands and deserves will 
be enriched by a deeper understanding 
of Germany, of England, and the whole 
problem of social change. And the 
temper of the book is admirable : it is 
passionately dispassionate to a degree 
that I appreciate and envy. Indeed, I 
feel that, if I could have read Dr. Kolm
Bram~tedt's book let us say ten years 
ago, I should have been spared a good 
deal of illusion and disillusion. I con
sole myself with the thought that per -
haps the author could not have written 
his book ten years ago. 

The central question with which the 
book is concerned is, on the abstract 
level, the relation between an "estate'' 
(Stand, {;tat) and a "class". No small 
part of the optimistic confusion of our 
English social, sociological, and socialist 
thinking 1s due to the fact that we have 
no two words which enable us to make 
the distinction ; ,md that in tum is due 
to the fact that we have had no practi
cal or political need to make it. Our pe
culiar politic.:11 evclution, our enrly and 
cvolutiomry challenge to the monarchi
cal absolutism basd on the divine right 
of kings, the development of a curiously 
elastic system of aristocratic parliamcn
tarism during the eighteenth century, and 
perhaps, abo\·e all, the custom by which 
only the eldest sons of the English nobil
ity retained their nobk rank, created 
in England a condition of fluidity in 
which there was never the clear line 
of dtrnarcation between privikged and 
unprivileged "estates" which is nece;;
sary if a society is to be aware of it~lf 
as a seciety of "estates". 

Thus, in the mere attempt of an Eng
lishm,in to defrne, on the abstract level, 
the question with which Dr. Kohn-Bram-

stedt"::; b\x,k is concerm..'<I, we pass mev1-
tab!y lo lhe historical level. In France 
the "estate" society was virtually eradi
cated by the French Revolution; in Ger
many, despite an appearance of what 
Dr. Kohn-Bramstedt grimly and truly 
calls " p:;cudo-democracy ", the •• estate ., 
so.:iety endured ( even in an overl polit
ical form in the Prussian Diet) until 
tl!L' end of the war of l\Jl4-1918; but in 
England there was a continuous process 
of ascent and descent to and from the 
aristocracy, which has blurred the sense 
of the real distinction lxtween a society 
based on status, and a class-society in 
the purely Lx:onomic or I\.1arxian mean
m.~. Since the emJJhast.>s of Marxist 
thinking were directly derived from Ger
man experience, for which the distinction 
was real, an important e!Tect has been 
that analyses and predictions concerning 
a cla~s-society (which nowhere existsj 
have bt,,en applied to actual societies 
which are more or less subtle combi
nations of a class-society and a society 
based on status and a society based on 
function. Two conspicuous results of 
this mistakm application have been the 
bewilderment of Socialist thought when 
confronted by the emergence of Fascism, 
and ( in England particularly) a naive 
assumption that the " classless society ", 
postulated as the ideal aim and inevi
lable consequence of Socialism, means 
a society without class•distinction, in the 
commcn English sense of the word. Class 
distinction in the Engfo;h sense, is a 
unique combination of distinction by 
status (pe~r and commoner), of distinc
tion by social prestige (accruing largely 
to function, e. g., the doctor, the barris
ter, the clergyman), but above all of 
distinction by our differential education 
(the public school and university edu
cation of the " gentleman "). Since the 

* Aristocracy am/ the 11Iidd!c-C/as,cs in Germany : Social Types in (;ermrm Literature, 
1830-1900. By ERNST KOHN BRAMSTEDT. {I'. S. King: and Son, London. 15;.) 
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great social struggle in English society 
is to secure for one's sons the education 
of a gentleman, and it is relatively costly, 
underlying this class-distinction is an 
economic class.distinction in the strict 
Marxist sense. But it by no means cor
responds to the distinction brt\','CTO capi
talist and working-class. 

Fortunately perhaps for himself, Dr. 
Kohn-Bramstedt has not to am1\ysc this 
complex English system of social pres
tige which " just growcd ". He deals 
with the relatively simple German sys
tem, the relative simplicity of which is 
due to the failure or incap;:icity o[ the 
Germans to "politicise" them~elves, as 
first the English and then the French 
poople had done : that is. thPmsrlve~ to 
exert a positive influence on thP ,foiping: 
of society. In the main tlw economic 
upsurge of the new c;ipitcilist and indus
trial middle-class in Germany was con
trolled by the decisive will of a single 
man, namely Bismarck. 

It was onlv duP to the superinr tartirs 
of Bismarck that thP Junkers could main
tain \hPir politira! and ,·.r>\:ial hPgcmonv in 
alliance with the army and the bureaurf,xy. 
After this dcrisiye re-establishment of tlw 
threatened conservative fe11d,1] stratnm in 
Prus,ia (which was a rrsult of thr Yicto1ie> 
in lflfi6 and 1870-1) a di\·i~ion (more or 
les.s) of functions took plarr between Poli
tical power ( aristocrarv and rnnoblcd 
bureaucracy) and ernnomir power (bot1rQr
oisie). Aristocratic prestige was ;it first 
threatened by the economic and political 
rise of the middle-rla,"-S. but wa~ later made 
sernre by the political impotence and failure 
of the bourgeoisie. 

In other words, the middle-claris sub
mitted to making the money and let the 
aristocracy go on with mvPming : it 
allowed itself to be convinced by Bis
marck's conviction that it was incompe
tent really to participate- in the work of 
government. Behind this TX"IWerfullv 
guided evolution, which seems singula·r 
to an Englishman, lay the unchall~ngrd 
acceptance of absolute momirchy. 

Against this background, all politic;,! 
terms change their meaning. Thus the 
" conservative" feudal stratum in 
Prussia has a radicallv differpnt mean
ing from a "conservative" feudal stra
tum in Englancl Very few "cooserva-

tives" in England can fairly be called 
"reactionary" in regard to domestic 
politics. They resist change ; but the 
change they resist is change of a system 
which admits profound change. Fon
tane nbservcd the contrast forty-five 
years a_go. Dr. Kohn-Bramstedt quotes 
this subtk observer writing in 1892 : 

l'.nfortunately, an imitation of the English 
Toril'~. in whirh ariotocrats and bourgeois 
notabilitic~ ro-oneratr, mi,;rarries in Ger
manv throut;h the intolerant character of 
tlw ·.runkt'F. through the naive conviction 
of their exclusive right and capability to 
rule. The pseudo-eon~en:atism of our ari~
tocracy. which in the long nm is based only 
on e::-:oi.c.m and all that is subservient to 
it, cmbarra,ses thr rnn~rvative middle-cla% 
notabilitih considerably and makes thrm 
r~c,1 cxtrcmrly despern1c. 

But their despenition effected nothing; 
they were not pre-pared effectively to 
cnmbine with either the pdty-bourgeois 
or the working-cl,iss to challenge the 
political ascendency of the Junkers, so 
that in a smse the Junker intoler
ance and contempt of the bourgeoisie was 
justified. 

Dr. Kohn-Bramstedt's brilliant depic
tion cf the social psychology of Germany 
during the nineteenth century is based 
on a cardu\ cxnmination of the evidence 
of liteature ; and the relative weight of 
this evidence in tum is scrupulously esti
mated. It is the firrit book we have read 
in which the all-important imponderables 
during a crucial period of modern history 
are sensitively and systt:matically assess
ed. Perhaps Dr. Kohn,Bramstedt has 
pm:lccessors in this method of investi
gation ; if so, tht"ir works have not comr
my way. For me, he is a man who has 
systematised a singufarly subtle and orig
inal kiml of !lOCiological inquiry. Hir, 
book is one to set me thinking "all over 
again " The questions it suggests are 
innumrrnble. I will do myself the jus
tice of saying that they are none of them 
entirely new to me : but his inquiry be
stows a new solidity on my SCT'pticism 
of current social Utopianism. It gives, 
for example. new substance to my sus
picion that the central doctrine of 
Marxist Soci;ilism is derived from 
Marx's unconscious eagerness to find a 
rlynamic ~ourre of desirable wcial 
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change outside the rt'alm of " politics " 
altcgcthcr, ~md that in making econom
ics the dctem1inant ,n history he was 
seekinp.; to avoid the ,_:cspair into which 
he was driven by hi.s scmc of \;erm:rn 
po\itirnl incapacity. Fnn"!l. this angle, 
Marxist '· rea,li~m" JS c~sentially a 
Jewish compensation for Genna'.'! polit
ical "unrealism", Further, and drcper, 
how far is it pcssiblc realistically 1.o con
ceive any mass•s·:ciC'ty in which cffccti,T 
political power is not cos1ccntratcrl in the 
hands of a relatiwly sm:ill (>Jitc? Arid 
since we may take as prowa Lord 
Acton's dictum th::it "Jl('\-.Tr always cor
rupts", wherC' shall we find any sak
guard against the abusi· of pnlitical power 
sa\'c in some such re.,oluk deerntrali~
ati:m c,f mass-srn::idv as H:ousscm d('

clarcd to be necessaiy if modem society 
was not to dep:encratt.' into a n')mlshT 
tyranny? Jn thi<o conncctim1 it i~ note-

worthy how remarkably small a part 
organized religion occupies in Dr. Kohn
Bramstedt's oicturc of ninctrenth
ccntmy Germc:fty. The pf.'Cltliarity is ex
plained in the one brief but suggest
ive puagraph in the matter. ii propos 
the '.l.'JV'.>li~t Raabe. 

1 fe I, dominattd bv the old Lutheran 
;.mtithcsis bcL1'.cl,ll rcliiio~; ~ubj.,ct:•:ity and 
rn,oiv..:: obcdil·ncc_ to _the _semlar n1l~r, ?e
t11•p;•n emotional 1rrat10nnl1~m and rt.'JCCl10n 
of the" huriot rca,;on '', bel?.-c~n belief in the 
v:duc of genuine emotion and rc~,:imism 
<!a 1eu1rd, the 1r:1v of the 1•:;dd. The so
ciulo;:(!c:11 b~,,i, of i11i• old, nm,.~r, 0 ti1-c Ger
man nt(it11d<> i~ determinrd hy the plural
i,m cl Gl•rr,1an lerritori:.ll st,1,~s a~ 1·;cl1 
as bv t11:' riolil:cal \\t':!!:r','~< of tl1i (;prm:1n 
n;iddlc-rl:;s~-

But is this ";;ofr1lrigi,:i.l h;isi,;" cauae 
or effect? 1;; not the peculiar emphasis 
of Lutheran pietism larg,·ly tiw cans/', 
at ;,_ny rate, of the politic;il v:c:,kness of 
the C'•rmcm mid<llc:-cbss? 

J. MIDDLETOX MURRY 

TO"'ARDS ,\ NE\\' ORDER 
I ' 

In a letter to Tl!e Times last year Dr, 
Jacks wrote, "Is the League of Natic:ns 
to reproduce the structure cf the armN-J 
political state 1mvarcd for fiF:hting and 
with fighting forcvs trained for battlf. or 
is it to lie a community of another typ1'?" 
And this bcxik is a de:u and cogent en
largenwnt cf that question. That it is 
apposite no one can doubt. For the 
League at the moment has apparently 
failed, to the rhctcrical delight of th0~c 
whom it has failed to curb. But cwn 
th-0:,e who still believe with Dr. Jacb 
that it is rctentially the world's most 
valuable institution may not rerret that 
it has faikd in the way it lias. There 
arc certain failures which are of more 
ultimate good to man than successes. The 
authors of the Covrnant unwittin?,ly 
placed peace under the guardianship of 
war. They invc•ked Satan to cast out 
Satan. Their plan, to quote Dr. Jacks, 
"reduced to its lowest terms, was to put 

an encl to af':gress;ive w.'.!r-making by an 
overpowcrin,r:i; cimbinatirm of war-mak. 
in_g fore:'~". l\TcC'd WP UKn rer:rrt that 
the pbn faikd ;it the first test? Dr. 
Jac!rs ~.huws how inevitably it failed and 
hew false has been the m1alogy, so gene
rally drawn, bctwern the conditions 
under which the mle <Jf law is maintain
ed within the state and those which ob
tair in its external relations \\"ith other 
stc1tcs. So\·ercign States; arc neither his
torically nor 3ctually what individual 
citizcm are, and the current contention 
that a Lca(;l.Je of them is simply a na
tural devdopme:it of the evolutionary 
process by which they have severally 
grown into the unities they now are, he 
bdirv0, to ~ untrue. The mistake, in 
fact, of the authors of the Covenant was 
n:lt only to im])(R up:m sovc-reign state,; 
a system of coercion which their nature 
as sovercifm forbids them to tclcrate. but 
to invite them to co-operate self-right-

~ Co-o(//"ration or Coercion? The I.r.ague at tile Crossways. By t,. P. ,TACKS. 
OVilliam Heinemann Ltd. London. Bs. 611.) 
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ecusly in the work of the devil. As Dr. 
Jacks writes: --

-Of all the methods that might be cho;cn 
or developing the co-operative spirit and 
habit, co-op,trativc fighting, no mallcr in 
what cau:;e or against \1i10m directed, i,; 
positively the worst. 

And if the League is to be the organ 
oI a new liie and hope for mankind its 
mission must be ., to create for the 
nations a new model of ccmmunity life 
in which fighting force plays no part 
whatsoever". Gradually, he believes, 
under the growth of common interests 
among the nations, the fighting function 
will die a natural death. And il is on 
furthering these common interests, partic
ularly in the economic lidd, that the 
League should concentrate. In the con
structive suggestions he makes he owes 
something to the American philosopher, 
Josiah Royce, who conceived ·' the Hope 
of the Great Community" on the basis 
of Mutual Insurance. The transference 

of the wealth and energy of nations from 
the service of the war -machine lo that 
of ccnstruclivc peace can, he realizes, 
only gradually occur as habits of good 
faith and mutual collaboration develop. 
But only a League which has renounced 
war as an instrument of its own policy 
can fo~tcr such nabils m1d convert the 
natioas by dTcctiv..:: practical example to 
the ideal of co-operation which it em
bodies. 

'fhe constructive side of Dr. Jacks's 
ths::sis is inevitably not worked out in 
~uch detail as his destructive analysis 
ol the fallacy of the existing League 
syst,:111. But all who arc inclined to lose 
hcari for the future of the League or 
who are stil! tied to a negative concep
tion of " Collective security " should read 
his boGk. They may then come to 
realize that the failure of the League as 
a war-machine was a blessing in dis
guise. 

HUGH l'A. FAUSSET 

II , 
Mr. Lippman rides the lists through

out this lengthy work as a champion of 
Liberalism, but on how much profounder 
a level U1an that of mere parly politics 
we realise long before we arrive at his 
final conclusion thal " it is here, on the 
nature of man, between those who would 
respect him as an autonomous person 
and those who would degrade him to a 
living instrument, that the issue is join• 
ed ". Liberalism is to him much more 
than politics or Lconomics ; it is a way 
of life-he would say the only proper 
way for all who accept the spiritual in
violability of the human individual, and 
are bound accordingly to set religion 
above politics. To-day, it would seem, 
more are against Liberalism than arc for 
it, preferring, and not only in the openly 
fascist and communist countries, the 
development of collectivism-of social 
and economic control by coercive cen
tralized authority-to freer and more in
dividualistic methods. 

This tendency Mr. Lippman strives 

hise to counter in two ways : first, by 
a detailed criticism of collectivism on 
practical grounds, a denial that human 
evolution can be consciously controlled 
in any case by a minority of arbitrarily 
selected human beings ; and second, by 
a frank admission of the fatal shortcom
ings of what in the nineteenth century 
passed fur Liberalism, and an attempt to 
restate Liberalism in new and more ade
quate terms. 

The old laissez.faire Liberalism left 
the world's markets, the entire complex 
of supply and demand, to find its own 
so-called " natural " balance. Collec
liYism gees to the far extreme of con
trolling the market in favour of the pro
ducer or of some fixed plan. Mr. Lipp
man certainly believes in control-of 
natli.ral resources, quality of products, 
working conditions, currency, incomes, 
and the like-but directed always to
wards genuinely freeing trade, and exer
cised not by the coercion of dictators or 
even of elcctmal majorities but by a com-

* The Good Society. By WALTER LIPPMAN. {George Allen and Unwin, Ltd., London. 
lOs. 6ri.) • 
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mon law before which all men, of what
evn kind and rank, would be free and 
equal. 

It is an atlractive scheme, not in its 
essence impracticable, and very persua
sively and sometimes movingly set forth 
ty the author in great and wide-rang
ing but ahvays 1dcvant detail. It might 
be er it1ci~:d as underrating the aggrcs
sin: nature of Capitalism. and the p0wer 

of wealth and prejudice to suborn jus
tice ( as notoriously in America), but 
that only brings one back to the con
sideration that any scheme depends most 
on the quality of the men directing it. 

The book 1,; more than gcud, it is 
timely and important. offering a focus 
for political aims which will not deny 
spiritual intuitions. 

GEOFFREY \VEST 

Ill • 

l\lr. Aldous Huxley describes M. de 
Ligt's book, lwre not very smooti1ly 
tran~latt-J from the French translation of 
the original Dutch, as "a text-b::,ok of 
applied pacifism, in which the tech
mques of 111Jn-·violent activity are describ
ed with a sober precision of language· , 
and if il fulfils that ddinition less ade
quately bec.mse les-s completely than :vlr. 
Richard B. Gregg';, The Power of Non
Violence, it is still a work of value on 
a topic of pnme importance in these 
difficult days. 

The positiDn of the author, as a '· rev
olutionary.. socialist calling in effect 
upon the proletariat to overcome the 
wicked bourgeoisie, may rrpd some of 
tho~e readers who are affected more 
easily by labels than by realltics, but 
even th,'y shculd not have to read far 
into his pages to discover his socialism 
to be truly that cf human brutherhood, 
and his ievolution only that which all 
genuine religion demands (however scl
dcm the re~pon~l.') from its adherents
a ~cuing of love: before self-intc1est. and 
a iccognition that all men arc one's 
brothers, across whatever geographical 
or racial frontier they may chance to 
be born. If violence is not, against M. 
de Ligt\. -and my own -belief, inherent 
in the \WY nature of capitalism, it has 
assuredly been widely present in its com
petitive practice. In any case, violence 
it is which, even before capitalism, is 
his prime enemy. 

He sees to-day, as we all do, violence 
seizing the world in thrall ; even one-

time pacifots like Romain Rolland, 
Eitbtcin, and Emil Ludwig, succumb to 
it in their fear of Fascism. Still he 
stands firm, assured that viuknce will 
not and cannot bring aOOut that indi
vidual and sccia! lib<cration he desires, 
and that even Hu~sia and Spain visibly 
dekal their own socialist or communist 
J)Urposc by going to war to defend it ; 
believing, on the other hand, that in non
violent-rcsistancc there exists an effec
tive weapon and the only practicable 
enc for the great masses of " the people " 
to exercise against governments armed 
with the specialised and rx:iwerful modern 
armaments. 

With disconcerting compktencss ht 
riddks the pretences of what he calls 
"bourgeois pacifism'', as no more than 
the desire of the relatively satisfied capi• 
talist impuialisms to keep what they 
have get withcut further trouble, and 
a later chapter turns the similar shams 
of the Lcagu{', the Kellogg Pact, and 
partial sanctions inside out to show their 
l10Howness. 

But the most valuable part of his 
book is that in which, more fully than 
Mr. Gregg in his work, he sets forth any 
number of actual cases in which the 
exercise of non-Yiolent resistance has 
proved its power. Some of the outstand
ing instances are drawn from India, but 
no part of the world is without its 
('Xamples, showing that here is a weapon, 
unaggressive yet effective, which can be 
utilised by men and women of all kinds 
and cr~ds. Clearly, though, it is not 

~ The Conque~/ o( Violence : An Essay on fVar and Rei•alutirm, By BART DF L!GT. 
Translated by llo:-;-oR TRACY, Introduction by ALDOUS HVXLEY. {George Routledge and 
Sons, Ltd., London. 7s. 6d.) • 
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easy in its use, and the main lack of 
M. de Ligt's volume is that of any 
attempt to deal with the "physical, in
tellectual and moral growth of human 
personality " which he sees as neceso.ary. 

For one thing is certain : if our forces 
do not rise from a deeper source, if our huri-
2ons are not wider, if our goals are not 
nobler than those of all the impcnali,ms 
in th.c woild, our cnlcrpri--3c i~ forecloomcd 
to fatlure. 

The Spanish Inquisition. By CECIL 
Rom. {Robert Hale, London. 12s. Gd.) 

The diiTiculty about writing a book 
on the Spanish Inquisition is that tlicrc 
are already multitudes of works on the 
same subject, and therefore it is almost 
impossible to say anything new about it. 
Dr. Roth does not pretend to say any
thing new ; but his book nevertheless is 
timely and useful. It is timely not only 
because the tragic war in Spain makl's 
anything about that country interesting, 
b'ti.t also because the rise of dictatorships 
in various countries has familiarised us 
in our own times with that very spirit and 
practice of inquisitorial repression which. 
before 1914-1918, we thought dead. Dr. 
Roth's book, moreover, escapes the de
fect of violent partisanship which spoils 
most books on the Inquisition. It is 
balanced and just : understanding even 
the motives of the Inquisitms themselves 
as having been largely honest and con
scientious. For of course nothing can be 
farther from the truth than what Dr. 
Roth calls '' the Protestant legend " that 
the Inquisition was merely an engine of 
wanton cruelty and oppression. Its origin 
was in the urgent problem, after the final 
expulsion of Moorish power, for the 
Spanish Government to safeguard the 
unity of the country. Innumerable Jews 
had become nominally Catholics, but se
cretly adhered to the old beliefs and rites. 

The Magic Plant : The Growth of 
Shelley's Thought. By C.'\.RL GRABO. 
(The University of North Carolina Press. 
$4.00) 

The Living Torch. By A. E. Edited 
by MONK GJB~ON (Macmillan and Co., 

Still, the dear importance of the book 
rcmams. The upholders of violence, of 
whatever party, dwell in a vicious circle 
iapidly growing to a deadly whirlpool. 
The principle of non-violent resistance 
offns the one practical means of break
ing out of it, the only means possible 
to moral and religious men. Whether 
the world is yet sufficiently spiritually 
mature tn practise it remains to be seen. 

GEOFFREY WEST 

They made their way into al! the profes
sions : even into bishoprics of the 
Church. The Inquisition was founded 
primarily to deal with this problem and 
the similar one of" converted Moors". 

Not, of course, thai tl1is was the sole 
object of the institution. The peculiar 
severity of the Inquisition in Spain and 
Portugal ( Dr. Roth deals with both coun
tries) certainly arose frcm those Jewish 
and Moorish problems : but there would 
have been an Inquisition in any case. 
The Roman Church regarded wilful de
sertion of its faith (heresy) as the worst 
of crimes, and required the civil power to 
repress it. Thus the Inquisition busied 
itself with all forms of heresy. Dr. Roth 
grimly describes the cruelties ( torture, 
burnings, life-imprisonments, confisca
tions, etc.) which resulted from this 
policy : but he points out that the num
bers of those who submitted to the 
Church enormously exceeded those whose 
persistence entailed punishment. Thus the 
Inquisition in the main succeeded, for 
generations. in enforcing unity : but at 
the price of what mise1y and eventual 
national decay ! Its whole theory, in 
fact, was false. By free, healthy intel
lectual development alone is progress 
possible or genuine. Attempts to forct' 
a nation into one mould only vitiate its 
life. 

J. ,v. POYNTER 

London. 12s. Gd.) 
The spirit that refuses to abdicate be

fore the beast in man and in nature is 
the sovereign reagent which brings out 
the great poet. Has any other English 
poet possessed this to such a degree as 
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Shelley? Rcbd and reformer, philoso
pher and poet, Shelley passed throu.Q:11 
many phases in his all too brief lik as 
deist, atheist, agn;,stic, rcald, panth:.::i ;\, 
Platonist ; in the imperial noon of his 
incarnation he bhm·d gloriously, radi~,t
ing thr po·wr ci mystical philO'oophy. ! k 
was not the kid of t·l. Andre l\fauroi"', 
a filigrain charnckr. He who know.; Jfr, 
Shelley wdl i~ certain to take umbragc at 
such a rnisrcpres'.•ntation. 

Proksrnr Grabo bringg the ardour :.md 
the endurance of a research ~cholar to his 
biogrnphical and critical study of Slw!ky 
and his mental evolution. He bring, m:t 
the pownfql and Jx>rsistcnt atliactin:1 
which the occult exercised upon Shelky 
from !us early yc,irs, "the cvidl·nt a~tr:1c
tion for him of rn:,1-Platonism and Thl><)S· 
ophy," and his "mystical intuition of 
the ultimate unity cf the universe". It 
is known that he read Parnce!sus al Et,m 
and he writes of having, pre~umably in 
that period, perused "ancient books of 
chemistry and magic with an en
thusiasm and wonder, almost amounting 
to belief". 

Shelley, by his unfailing allegiance to 
the intellect. by his fight against unreason 
and hostility, by his passion to deliver 
the human race from the darkness of evil 
and to illumine it with the light of free" 
dom. attained freedom of mind and 
caught the light of the spirit 

To Shelley this seemingly solid world 
of things is in itself only a symbol, a 
shadow of the divine world of id('as. 
It is evanescent and imperfect. The 
discerning mind sees in it intimations of 
the reality which dwells behind it. Poetry 
is the revelation of this divine reality. 

Professor Grabo traces Shelley',; 
mental history from materialistic ration" 
alism to mysticism, and the acceptance, 
at least tentatively, of the nco-Platonic 
belief that intuition and imagination 
are higher faculties than reason. W c 
may concede to Professor Grabo that 
" to understand Shelley it is best to 
believe that in his thirty years he lived 
longer, both emotionally and intelledu
a!ly, than most men live in eighty," but 
we cannot doubt that but for the accident 

that cut short his career he would have 
won throu.gh to grmtcr conviction if not 
to greater depth of insight. His 
unfinished pcem, "The Triumph of 
Life", ends abruptly (1n th(• note : 
"Then, what is life? I cried." 

Through psycho-mmta! perceptiu!1 lw 
,,,,:i.-; ab1l' to sing of 

l\au· ,,;,1,;,, ·1ml cairn around 
Aud ,h.n t'"""'"• surpas,i,ig we,iltli, 
Th,• S.1ge ;,. nwditatiou found, 
.\rd \\ct!k'd 11ilh inwar<l glory ciomi'd. 

But the sceptic and the seer often
times warrcd within She!lf'y, and 
although he made use of myth which 
helped him to a proper discipline of hi'> 
moral perception, he Oid not realize his 
own Atman. 

What Shelley conceived but did not 
realize, that A.E., inheriting Shdley\, fire 
and ml'llowing it with a maturer wiHlom 
and the experience of age, did. The 
pas~ions which circulate in the blood A.E. 
sublimated by his self-chosen discipline. 
A. E.'s relation to The(lsophy and to the 
great Theosophist, W. Q. JudgC', enabled 
him to chasten and to elevate his Psyche. 
His contact~, which arc as wide as lifr 
and which Mr. Monk Gibbon has gather
ed so well, build a beautiful Parthenon 
of meditati\'e philosophy. Writes 
A. E.:-

There can be no profound spiritual 
certitudi> exrepl for those who have, con
sciously chosen between the dark and the 
li1;ht. 

And to probe that dark he, like Shelley, 
made use of myth and with the clair
voyance that it gave him perceived a 
world above m;in's, ovrr the shadmvy 
tumult of the scn::uous universe, and he 
invested the physical with the light of 
the spiritual he saw. 

To Sht'llcy this world was Heaven's 
shadow, whose darkness had to be en
dured ; to A. E., the Light of Heaven was 
on earth and gave to every object its 
glow. With the aid of the glow within 
him he saw the glow everywhf'rt'. A. E. 
realized within himself the wisdom of tht' 
Upanishads : "That which is the subtk 
es~cnce in each one that exists is its Self. 
It is the True. That Self thou art." 

MANftrnr s. ISVARAN 
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The History of Great Light: Book I. 
Original Instructions in Tao. By HUAI
NAN-Tsw:. (The Shrine of \Visdom, 
London. Manual No. 17) 

The Taoist of royal lineage, ,.ometimcs 
called Lew Gan, who wrote thi~, the fmt 
of twenty-one treatises making up his 
Histury of Great Light, and who is said 
to have died in 122 B. c., was thoroughly 
imbued with the spirit of Lao-Tzc. 
Much of this valuable little book, in fact, 
is a development of the latter's thesis 
that "by the practice of Inner Life still
ness we can continually conquer all 
things ". It can hardly be read without 
the reader's glimpsing-, howc\'cr fleeting
ly, the "tranquillization of the interior 
life" which, one~ attained, is unaffected 
by outside events. "Hidden purity and 
repose", the writer dcclarec, "arc the 
quintessence of virtue", and serenity and 
spontaneity arc the characteristics of tlw 
Sage, whc, when he has no dcfmite task, 

The Poetry of the bwisible. An Inter
pretation of the :;-..1ajor English Poets 
from Keats to Bridges. By SYED MEHDI 
IMAM. With a Preface by C. F. An
drews. ( Allen and Unwin, London. 
8s. 6d.) 

To Mr. Imam the poet is "a psychic 
sensitive of a rare order" and in this 
book he has sought to illustrate from the 
works of ten English rxx'ts some of the 
theories of psychic science. His method 
is to quote at length from the poets of 
his choice and to explain each quotation 
in the light of psychic theory. For ex
ample we are told that the " moony 
vapour" which Tennyson described as 
rolling round King Arthur as he moved 
ghostlike to his doom "refers to the 
white etheric substance, known as 
ectoplasm, which usually rolls out of 
the medium's mouth as thin glistening 
drapery " ; that a passage from a poem 
by Lascelles Abercrombie cxp1e8..<:ing the 
conflict in an individual of "two kinds 
of Being" describes "the two subtle 
bodies in different grades of matter strug
gling to escape from the mortal coil" ; 
while the sense of past passions haunt
ing-the present: so frequent in Ilardy's 

takes his ease ; "when pressed, he exerts 
him-;df. .. as promptly as an arrow flies 
from a bow,. ; "pliabll' yet invincible", 
long in making up his mind but strong 
when he COllll'S to act. 

•• \Vhat I call a ruler", writes Huai
K:m-Tsze, •· is one who is master of 
hi:nsrlj --1hat 1s all". He cites the 
ancient Emperor Shun who, without 
uttnir.g a word of admonition or lifting 
a hand to ccrrect his peoplr, "simply 
held the principle of virtue firmly in his 
hr~irl. ;:md the reformation cf the people 
was ~piritually achieved". 

This bcok will not find favour with ad
vrcal("; of" pn'paredness ·•, for the writer 
dcdarc:s : " If armour be ~trong, the 
wec1pom brought ag,iinst it will be 
sharp; 1·;hen the city wall is ccmpleted, 
batterir.g cn~ines will b-2 prepared ". 

The Editors .1re to be congratulated 
on m;,.king thi-:, little gem available as 
a separate text, for the first time. 

PH. D. 

IJO(ims, i'> ne,1tly dcckcled as "impres
sions of the Past which are preserved in 
dheric substance-- the Akashic records 
-recovered by the seer". The danger 
of going to poetry merely to confirm 
preconceived theory, will be suggested 
cwn by these few quotations. Mr. 
Imam's e.xplan;,tions of the intuitive 
imagery of Keats, Shelley, Byron, 
Tennyson, Browning, Swinburne, Aber
crombie, Hardy, Ch;ulrs Williams and 
Bridges in terms of •' interpenetrating 
planes" or "~ubtle bodies" arc mo
notonou~ly uniform. But 111', apprecia
tio:1 is not concerned merely with psychic 
mcchm1ism, but with the mystical per
ception with which the poet discerns the 
subtler c1nd higher conditions of spirit, 
whrthcr it Jw Brov;nin;; divining the real 
Self of man in the Over-Soul, or Shcllf'y 
singing of the ascent of spirit through 
"the gradu:il 1iaH1s of an aspmng 
rhc1ngc ". He dr;es well, too, to emphasise· 
that for the, poet as for the seer. the 
spiritual kingdom is not a haze, but a 
world of matter with breathing-preSffices 
in it. And ckspite his tendency to reduce 
thi,-; world to the tnms of a particular 
science, he has retained his sense. of its 
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wonJer and beauty. Indeed occasionally, 
as m the opening passage of the chapter 
on Tennyson, much of which is un
intentionally in lhc rhythm of verse, 

IUO C/ti11('st Proverbs. Translated by 
Il1c:--R\ ll. HAHT. (The Stanford 
Lnivusity Press. Los Angeles, Cc1lii. 
$ 2.00) 

That the proverbs of a nation TLscal 
its ;:;oul is it~elf an old ob~rvation lit to 
be classed .is a proverb. This book re
veals in a crystallized from the great cul
tural inheritance of China, her magnif
icent codt' of ethics which has dclied time 
for ckoc on three thousand years, the 
mdlow philosophy of the Chinese people 
aud thvir capacity for suffering which has 
been lar,.;dJ n:sponsiblc for their survival 
,is a people. 

The1c JS hardly a ccuntry in the world 
which po~s('~~cs such a W(·alth of proverbs 
as China. A modest estimate places the 
total numbL I thl re current at 20,000. The 
Chinese low proverbs. They have a prov
erb for everything and for every occa
c·ion. ~ot only do the Chinese put 
t!Kir philosophy into their proverbs but 
tht_sc prcwtbs also display a liternry 
quc1!ity, a tersencs,; often combined with 
a laconic wit, which leaves us wondering 
whether to mlmite more the profound 
truth embodi1od in the proverb or the 
manner in \\·hich 1t has been stated. 

Consider the following proverb : "To 
open a shop is easy ; the dil1icult thing 
is kl'eping it open."' Here is another 
1cxampk : "The only way to pn~vent 
pe,:ple knowing it 1s not to do it." Both 
these proFrbs not only state meta
physical facls but. what is mOH' impor
tant and c~pecially characteristic of 
Chinese pmverbs, they contain the maxi
mum amount of thcught in the minimum 
amount of words. Eve:1 if we disregard 
the metaphysical aspects of theSl' proverbs 
we can stiH admire the economy of word~, 
and the play of wit which is only faintly 
suggested. 

;\ lost proverb~, because they represent 
the accumulated experience of the ages, 
have something in common. Often we 
fmd the same proverbs only slightly 

his style is too ornate. But his concep
tion of poetry, as the mirror of the in
visit.lc, is interc-sting. 

IlCGll l'A. FAUSSET 

varn.'d-to suit local conditions- -
reiterated in vanous Janguag(.;s. •· Like 
master, like man has probably :m 
equivalent in every language, In the 
Chinese version it is •• Like mistress, 
like maid ". There is a Sanskrit version : 
•• Like rajah, like subjects." Other prov
erbs picked at random which haw 
equivalents both in English and in Indian 
language,; arc : •• Too many pilots wreck 
the ship.'" 1. Too many cooks spoil the 
broth.) •• 111 haste there is error." (Haste 
makes waste. J ,. Better be kind at homl', 
than burn incense in a far place."" 
(Charity blgins at home.) 

The result of years of despotism by 
autocratic monarchs has made a deep 
impression en Chinese character. " To 
attend an emperor is like sleeping with a 
tiger," sums up the experience of a 
people who have suffered from the 
tyranny of despots. Wolscy·s great indict
ment of Henry Vlll. •• Had l but scrv'd 
my God with half the Zt•al with which I 
serv'd my king, he would not in mine 
age have left me naked to mme 
enemies", is summed up with magnif
icent tc1 sencss and with the characteristic 
wit of the Chinese in the following pro
verb : "\Vhen a Prince wants a minister 
to die, he dies." 

The tclerancc, the rich humanity of 
the Chinese, in fact of the whole East, 
is brought out in this exquisite proverb : 
" He who rides in a chair is a man ; he 
who carries the chair is also a man." A 
proverb such as this, which come;; f1om 
the same East that has oftm been accused 
by second-rate European writers of pos
~essing no" humanity worth speaking of," 
is mere than revealing ; by contrast it 
makes European proverbs se(.;m both 
insipid and casual. 

It is impossible in a brief account such 
as this to do justice to the gn·,1t wealth 
of proverbs that are containl"d in this 
book and that reveal almost every aspect 
of Chinese character. 

I!NVER KUREISlll 
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The Realm of Truth. By GEORGE 
SANTAYANA. (Constable and Company 
Ltd., London. 10s. J 

The notion of truth developed in this 
book is supposed by its author to be 
based on common sense. According to 
common sense, there arc real things and 
events. They constitute the realm of 
existence. This realm is to be distingui~h
ed from the realm of truth. For 
truth docs not exist. It is something 
ideal. lt is generated by existence. lt 
is only when something exists thac we 
can speak of a truth about it. 'fhus 
truth docs not exist, but it has a necessary 
relation to t:xistcnce. 

This truth is also to be distinguishcd 
from opinions. 

Opinions arc true or fal,;c by repeating 01 

contradicting some part ol the truth abollt 
the fact8 which they mvisagc ; and this truth 
about the facts i~ the ~tand;nd comprehen
sive dt'scription of them. I Preface, p. vii J. 

The terms of thin de~ription are ideal 
terms. They are called by Santayana 
"essences". These essences constitute, so 
to say, a realm of pure being. They do 
not exist side by side with things. They 
have a logical being only. They arc 
infinite in number and va1iety, and con· 
stitute the only language in which exist
ence can be described. 

This view, although it may apJJear to 
be based on common sense, is reaHy 
novel. In common sense, we do not 
interpose a realm d truth betw-:en exis
tence and our knowledge of L"xistencc. 
Truth is a quality of knowledge only. A 
piece of knowledge is true when it con
forms to facts. The comprehensive stand
ard description of all reality, which is 
the absolute truth, is, however, not any
body's knowledge. Jn fact, Santayana 
gives away his whole case when he ad
mits that all description of existence is 
partial. 

Existence is once for all irrational and can
not be wholly elucidated in terms of cssenn:. 
And since it is only in terms of essence that 
facts can be described, partiality and insta
bility beset all description. (p. 2:11 

Thus the partiality of knowledge is 
quietly transferr~ to the so-called realm 
of truth ; for no description of existence 

can be adequate to existence. We do 
not need to postulate a realm of truth 
as distinct from the realm of existence. 

Let us grant the possibility of a realm 
of truth. We shall now naturally suppose 
that trut.h about events that occur in 
time cannot be eternal. Things pasl and 
present have generated the truth about 
them. But the truth of the future is not 
yet. Truth i:; thus a growing quantity. 
This would also :.eem to follow from 
Santayana's view that truth is onto
logically something secondary. It is the 
moving object that lends truth and deii
nition to the truth itself, and that is sub
stantial and fundamental in the universe. 
But Santayana holds <111 truth, including 
the lruth of the future, to be eternal. 

The trnth of the future, Ek~ all truth, is 
etem<1l, and exactly as delinik and complete 
a~ what, at any dale, i~ the truth of the 
past. 

This would be so, if we could lake our 
stand outside time, and review the whole 
series of events in time. But this is, in 
the very nature of the case, impossible. 
For time docs not stand still, and the 
events in it cannot have an accomplished 
cha1 act er. And then will not the survey 
itself be in time? Truth would be eter
nal if it were prior to existence and deter
mined existence ; or if existence itself had 
any intelligent plan or purpose in it, so 
that omniscience at least could recon
struct the whole. But for Santayana, 
" every particular fact is contingent. 
arbitrary, and logically unnecessary, sino__. 
infinite alternatives wc:rc opm to 
existence, if existence had chosen to take 
a different form". Such truth cannot 
be eternal. 

W c might agree with the author whm 
he says :---

To see things under the form of ekrnity 
is to .;cc them in their hi~wric and morn! 
truth, not as they seemed as thcv pas~d 
but c1s they remain when they arc o\w In 
the inhnite mosaic of history thc1t bit has 
its unfading colour and its perpetual func
tion and effect. 

But historic truth implies a historic 
perspective. The historian interprets 
truth and not merely records it. And this 
interpretation is necessarily subjective. 
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'f11t; lunger and more compi-chrnsivc the 
vinv 011e takes, i.lw better wi,i one see 
the m;;aning ol a parlicular fact. But 
thcu can there be any lixily about su,:;1 
meauing, when new e\u1ls arc ever oc
rnning anu p1oviding 1wwcr picrspcc
tives; \i,',.:, ncui lo come io tlie 1..:nd o[ 
liislory i11 01Jc, lu km,w the lull iuslu;·ic 
trulh. ·, ;11·, again b m th<e nature of ll1tc 
case, irnpuS>~iDk. Hisroric trutl! cauuot 
be etl:rn<d. Aud au far ac, mutal ttut:1 
is conce1n<:d, :::ia1llayana docs it scant 
justi<.:c. i k cxplam::, ic away. ii,.; J\;

duccs it tu inuividual prdt.:rw..:e. ·111c 

rool 01 rnrnalily i::, animal bias.'' .i\foral 
truth i<:; not liw ~,m1e for ail. •• '1 lw most 
contia1 y goous ace beyond rnuluai 
cmsun: i, 1mrsutd at difkrcnt tim.,;s or 
by Ui1TttC1ll spir1ts.'' 

Saulay:llla emus a prnttst agaimt ali 
forms oi moral and religious mysLic1sm. 
According to him, simple ::u<l nakrcU. 
trulh is unpleasant. !'l'Opk hate il. 
They accordingly build the imaginary 

Bramarshi Vcnkataratnam·~ Scrmo11s 
u11d D1,;cou.rscs. ( Routbu Uook Depot, 
Hajahrnunclry.) 

Vedic )<cligion and Philosophy. By 
S\\"At-.11 h<ABIIAV.>\,.;A:..;uA. \Sri Hama
krislma I\lath, lVladras. Hs. 1-4.) 

A1y1mism. Uy S111v Kkl~U:\A KAL';,. 

(To be hai.l from the Author, 2':i Law-
1utce Hua{I, Lahore Hs. 2-8.) 

Sir H. Venkata1atnam is a kad!11g_ 
figure of the Brahmu-Samaj mu\ Lmmt i,1 
the Andh1~, Desa. Un his sevemy-tiLh 
birthday v;as ise>ued this book, contam 
ing ep1tum1,.aliu11s i,om his sumuns and 
discouw:s. 'fhe volum1.: will appeal Lo 

all intcreskcl in tht tlkmy alH.i p,actice 
of the Brahmo-Samaj, being selections 
from what arc "Cl,idC:.crcd to be some of 
his mastcrµie-ces •. Dut i, wouk; b,· ut
terly impossible to agu.:e w1l11 lhe too 
facile synthesis betwi:en ' monism am! 
dualism·· suggested by Sir H. Vcnkat:t
ratnam, namely, that '"Jeeva and Siva" 
arc "conceptually not one,, but '"essen
tially on,:", as if all the sins of duality, 
dualism and difference between God and 
Man could conveniently be thrown on 

world of mythology and of religion. 
That might be so. But we should still 
need to know the naked truth. Santayana 
does not think that to be possible. Truth 
ior him has a superhuman ~tatus. He 
is a subjectivist iu knowlcdgL>. ilc faih 
to <;Ce tne connection between the philo
sovhical demand to k,1ow t/1e lruth and 
th<' rnystic·s beatific visiot1. I k is an 
L111Jmicist v.,Jm despairs of ;.my higher 
philoso1Jhic<1l truth than thal which is 
vouchsalcd to common senst. 

'lhc book is written in a :,tylc more 
literary thau philosophical. The author 
is in guien,1 agreement with tlic empiric
al am.l po~i,ivi~tic tcndmcies m conlem
p1:rary philosophy. But his notion of 
truth i~ based neither on common sense 
nor on sound 1easoning. 1t b a mere 
dogma. 'fhe uitimate truth \\culd seem 
to be that lhe i.ruth cannot lw known. 
\Ve must mtrdy believe. '1hal is not 
good philowphy. 

G. R. MALKANI 

"Conception". No probkm of philoso• 
phy can be sol vcd on the bast> of this 
di~lincuo,1 between "conception" and 
"essence'". 

Swami .Prabhavananda has attempted 
a !me rxposilion of the Advaila of San
kara in reftrencc to the l.Ipam~hads and 
the Gita. lle refers lo wmc ill-infom1ed 
criucisms of Indian philosophy prevalent 
in the \\est, and approvingly quotes 
from Sn Aurobindo Chose and Sir S. 
Hadhakrishn3.n. But his obitcr dictum 
that the "Cpanishads, on the whole, sup• 
port the philosophy of Samkara " and his 
observation that H.amanuja" propounded 
the doctrine of Pa1inama-vaada" cannot 
be assented to. In his Janmadhi-Adhi
karana-Bhashya, Hamanuja defmitely 
held Brahman to be the Creator, and 
Swamiji cannot be unaware of the claim 
thal all three schools- Dvaita, Advaita, 
and Visishtadvaita-stand grounded on 
the three textual totalitie; (1-'raslhana;c,) 
of the Upanishads, the Gita and tlw 
Vedanla-Sutros. Swamiji must know that 
the Abhinna-nimittopadana of Ramanuja 
is not the same as Parinama.vaada. 

Mr. Kaul does not• like the tenn 
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" Hinduism ", which in his view is a mis
nomer; he advocates a mass-religion 
to be named "Aryanism ". Few will 
agree with Mr. Kaul that Religion 
"should teach the way to obtain the 
greatest degree of harmonious physical 
pleasure " ( italics mine), and fewer still 
with his " Aryan ism '' grounded on the 
abolition of castes, on equal rights for 
women and on mass-religion and mass
worship. I do not know if Mr. Kaul will 
succeed in prevailing upon Congress Gov
ernments in different Provinces to legis
late for the introduction of uniform mass
religion and mass-worship, but I cannot 
tolerate such outrageous misprints of 

Jesus and His Sacrifice. A Study oj 
the Passion Sayings in the Gospels. By 
VI!-iCENT TAYLOR, Ph.D., D.D. (Mac
millan and Co., Ltd., London. 10s. 6d.) 

This book embodies the results of the 
research and the thought of one who has 
devoted about twenty-five years to the 
study of the problems of literary and his
torical criticism of the Gospels. 

His conclusions in regard to how Jesus 
interpreted His own sufferings and death 
are accordingly based on a very careful 
and exhaustive study of the rdevant pas
sage;. In our modem craze for specialisa
tion, it is not often that a New Testa
ment critic turns theologian and gives us 
the theological implications of his literary 
findings. And yet it is obvious that 
Christian theology, to be sound, needs as 
a prerequisite a historical and critical 
study of the life and sayings of Jesus. 

This book is a needed corrective 
against the very superficial tendency prev
alent to-day to find in Jesus's Life and 
Teachings whatever meets one's fancy 
and to eschew the rest as either a gloss 
or a later interpolation. As against thi~, 
the author makes a very comprehensive 
slirvey of all the relevant texts as well as 
of the interpretations put on them by 
scholars, whether they be in consonance 
with his own theory or not. The result 
is a very autlpritative work which can-

Sanskrit as appear on pp. 21 and 27. I 
admire every patriotic Indian who desires 
to see the spiritual conquest of the whole 
world by Indian philosophy and culture, 
but whether the type of mass-religion 
christened " Aryanism " by Mr. Kaul 
will convert this world of sin, sorrow and 
suffering into a Paradise, is a questicn on 
which opinions are bound radically to 
differ. 

These three books under review have 
the common object of bringing life and 
religion into the closest possible intimacy. 
On this their authors deserve to b~ fe
licitated. 

R. NAGA RAJA SAR:VIA 

not be overlooked by those interested in 
this topic. 

Part I is devoted to a consideration of 
important Old Testament concepts such 
as the Kingdom of God, the Messiah, the 
Son of Man, the Son, the Suffering Ser -
vanl of Yahweh, and Sacrifice, all of 
wliich furm~d lhe intellectual heritage of 
Jesus and determined His attitude to· 
wards His work and mission. Part II 
concerns itself with a critical investigation 
oi the sayings of Jesus bearing on this 
topic as found in the Gospels, and in 
Part III an attempt is made to outline a 
thmry of Atonement most in accord wilh 
these conclusions and hence presumably 
with the mind and thought of Jesus. 

The thesis developed is that Jesus 
looked upon His sufferings and His 
death as part of a divine purpose with 
which He was in complete agreement. He 
did not regard them as intended to pro
pitiate an angry god, but as representa
tive and vicarious in that they involved 
His participation in the consequences of 
human sin. So far was He from thinking_ 
of His work as crudely substitutionary, 
automatic and self-acting in its results 
that He provided a rite ( the Eucharist) 
whereby men should be able to share in 
the power of His surrendered life and 
make ever increasingly His offering their 
own. There is a penal element in the 
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suffering and the death of Jesus, net in 
the sense of something legal and vindic
tive whereby the suffering of one is taken 
to cancel the evil doing of another, but 
in the scme of Jesus taking upon Him
,elf by virtue of I Iis love the conse
quences of the sin of the loved ones, ewn 
as a mother may in love suffer the shame 
and the degradation brought on himself 
by an erring son. All these accordingly 

Inside ludia. By HALIDE El>JB. ( George 
Allen and Unwin, London. 10s. 6d.) 

Madame Edib was invited to deliver 
extension lectures in the Muslim Gniver
sity in Delhi in 1935. Having taken part 
in the strnggle for freedom in her own 
country and feeling grateful to the Intiian 
1\-Iusiims who had helped Turkey at thai 
time, she came to India with doubled 
sympathy. Her early affection ior the 
English and her 1ecrnt friendships with 
Indians make her tolerant of both. 

The book is in three parts. The fir~t 
give~ vivid life-like sketches of a number 
oI people whom she met in Ddhi : Saro
jini Naidu, Lord \Vil!ingdon, Mahatma 
Gandhi, and a few other well-known men 
and women, mostly belonging to the 
Congress. The second part is devoted 
to the cities she visited. Some noteworthy 
feature or past event connl'Ctcd with each 
is bwught in, like the Brahmi) Samaj 
in Calcutta, or the house in Lucknow 
•• called Dolly's Garden after some fair 
Englishwoman of bygone days··, recall
ing the time of the "Mutiny " and the 
"siege of Lucknow ·•, or the Afridi child 
in the Khyber Pass who got her Greek 
beauty frcm "a handsome ancestor in 

are part of the significance of the sacri
fice of Himself which Jesus o!ftred. 

The author has spent most ot his liie 
teaching in a theologic..1.l college. \Vhilc 
therefore he is thoroughly well 2cqmci11ted 
with the sources he is using, his attitude 
througi1out is that of om• who mu:,l find 
support for the best tradition;- of the 
Church. This constitutes both li1e me;:ic 
and the demerit of the book. 

BHARATAN Ku:..fARAPP.'\. 

the army of Alexander the Great". The 
third part, " India in the Melting Pot ", 
deals with current ideas and movements 
and discusses \Vhcther Mahatma Gandhi 
and men like Abdul Gaffar Khan will 
symphonize the Hindu-Muslim discord, 
and what will be the position of the 
Briti~ll in the India of to-morrow. 

The writer is widely read and widely 
travelled and handles the English 
language almost like a native. There is 
no apparent aiming at effect ; the book 
reads easily and smoothly and moves 
naturally from one topic to another like 
the plot in a drama. And the writer 
scrs the Indian scene as actual human 
drama in the making, with whole races 
and rdigions as actors. It is all noted 
and explainrd with sympathy and under
standing; the solution for .ill problems 
being the brotherhood of man, and the 
only way of getting up from "the bottom 
of the pit" to the '"throne above" for 
all to go up together. 

But the book lacks completeness by 
reason of the fact that the southern part 
and peoples of India arc completely out 
of the picture. 

S. V. KUMARAPPA 



ENDS AND 
A subject which is rarely brought 

to public notice is that of premature 
interment. It is, however, a wry pre
sent danger, and it is well that such 
should be the theme of a book recent
ly written by Dr. Georges C. Murols, 
entitled 1\'e M'enterrez Pas Vivan!, 
Les Signes de la Mort Ree/le (Editions 
Medicis, Paris). A review of this book 
under the signature of " Occultus ", 
as well as a newspaper cutting sent to 
us some time ago, show that the ad
vance of science has not fathomed the 
mysteries of physical death and that 
the danger of being buried alive is 
quite a possibility. Therefore, ,;ome
thing should be done about the 
matter. "Occultus" write3 :~ 

In Madame Blavatsky's Isis C.hwciled, 
( 1877) she relates numerous cases whtr0 
the "dead" were not really dead, but 
only appeared so, and warns against dis
posing of seemingly dead bociics too soon. 
She explains that it is most difficult to 
ascertain real death and adds, quoting 
Dr. Todd Thomson, a pn,mincnt Lon
don physician, that 

The immobility of the body, even its 
rndaverous aspect, the coldnc,s of rnrfafe. 
the ab3encc of respiration and pulsation, and 
the ~unken state of the eye, are no unequi
vocal evidences that life is wholly l'xtinct, 

This accounts for the not infrequent 
stories of persons who arc prnnouncl'<l 
dead but who amaze their relatives and 
friends by returning to life just before 
their bodies are buried ! This also ex
plains the fear so many people have of 
being buried alive. This dreadful possi
bility of taking for actual death what is 
only a state of suspended animation is 
dealt with medically in the volume un
der review. The introduction by the 
publishers sets forth the necessity for 
such a book and explains its purpose, 
namely to prevent, as far as it is humanly 
possible, the repetition of such tragic mis-

SAYINGS 
t2kes. The author tracc·s the history of 
well-known instar.ccs whnc the "dead" 
were not really dead. This awakens the 
1cader to the thought that the danger is 
not a fanciful one, and that it is time 
that something practical be done to avoid 
it. 

Dr. Murols explains some d the causes 
which produce all the signs of "death," 
as far as appearance or outer evidence 
goes ; and he concludes with an analysis 
of the signs of real death, indicating the 
various tests which should be madl' before 
pronouncing a man "dead". 

He earnestly appeals to every family to 
take precautions and not tn pronou,1ce a 
man dead until it is proven that he really 
is so. The writer gives at the end of the 
book two tabulakd diagrams, one an 
"aide inCnwire" of the real signs of 
death and the tests which can verify 
them ; and the other an "aide-memoire" 
of the classical methods of reanimating 
the S€<'ming " dead ". The first diagram 
ends with the quotation in bold type :-

" It is better to treat a dead man as ij 
he were alive, than to risk treating a 
living person as if he were dead." 

The second concludes with the follow
ing instruction :-

" One has no right to despair before 
having tried these methods for several 
hours." 

And after a few instances 1showing how 
long it has sometimes been necessary to 
work upon a person before reanimating 
the body-he says : PERSEVERE ! 

It is advisable that people not only 
read but also keep Dr. Murols's book for 
ready reference. 

From The Daily Mirror of Novem
ber 25th, 1937, we take the following 
thrilling presentment of a still more 
thrilling incident :-

All the police and military were out 
contro!ling the crowds which packed the 
streets of Missolonghi, Greece, for the 
funeral of General Larnakutis, who was 
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placed in an ornate coffin, which was not 
screwed down, put on a hearse, and 
drawn through the strcds. 

Suddenly the lid of the coffin rose. The 
bewildcnxl. lace of the "dead., General 
appeared. Women screamed and fainted 
at the " spectre ". Hundreds cried, " It 
is a miracle." 

The General, apparently, did not care 
whether it was a miracle or not. Exasp
eratl'd, he seized his sword, which with 
other military regalia had been placed in 
the coffin, and charged at a section of 
the crowd. 

He was overpowered before anyone 
was injured, but indignantly demanded 
why he should be presumed dead ju~t 
because he had fallen into a deep sleep. 

•· Occultus" referred in his reYiew 
to :!\fadame Blarntsk.y's Isis Unveiled. 
This book was written in 1877, but 
even after sixty years her remarks 
hold good. She cites many instances 
of suspended animation, and then de
fines what she terms ''absolute" 
death in a most interesting para
graph:-

Out. in the case of what rhysiologists 
would call" real death", but which is not 
actually so, the astral body was with
drawn ; pl·Jhaps local decomposition has 
set in. How shall the man be brought 
to life again ? The answer is, the inte
rior body must be forced back into the 
exterior one, and vitality reawakened in 
the latter. The clock has run down, it 
must be m)und. If death is absolute ; if 
the organs have not only ceased to act, 
but have lost the susceptibility of renew
ed action, then the whole universe would 
have to be thrown into chaos to resusci
tate the corpse-a miracle would be 
demanded. But, as we said before, the 
man is not dead when he is cold, stiff, 
pu!seless, breathless, and even showing 
signs of decomposition ; he is not dead 
when buried, nor afterward, until a cer
tain point is reached. That point is, when 

the vital organs have become so decom
posed, that if reanimated, they could not 
perform their customary June/ions ; when 
the mainspring and cogs d the machine, 
so to speak, are so eaten away by rust. 
that they would snap upon the turning of 
the key. Cnti! that point is reaclwd, the 
astral body may be caused, withou: 
mirack t:; rcenter its former tabr:rnacle. 
either by an eff:::rt of its own will, or 
und(·r the f('Sislless impulse of the wilI of 
one \\·ho knows the potencies of nature 
and how to direct them. The spark is not 
cxtinguished, but only latent-latent a:
the fire in the flint, or the h't,at in the cold 
iron. 

While on the subject of bodily 
death, we must make mention of the 
great popularity that Cremation
undoubtedly the most hygienic me• 
thod of disposing of corpses-is 
achieving in Europe and in America. 
In 1876, the Theo~ophi,;ts, led by H. 
P. Blavatskr, gave \Yide publicity to 
the event--for it \ms then quite an 
event- of the cremation of Baron de 
Palm in I\'ew York, and drcv,' upon 
their devoted heads rcligiou:-; wrath 
and social ridicule. Since then Crema
tion has been making steady prog
ress, latterly even rapid progress, 
many eminent persons having chosen 
it in preference to burial. Hundreds 
of Crematoria are now in existence, to 
meet the increasing demand for cre
mation. Cremation is the cleanest way 
of disposition of the body, not only 
from the point of yiew of the living 
but also in respect to the dead. Oc
cultism has other reasons also for 
favouring Cremation, but it oppo,~es 
the embalming of the corpse before it 
is burnt. 
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